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DETERMINATION AND VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-538 (Final)
SULFANILIC ACID FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Determination
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigation, the
Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), that an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports from the People's
Republic of China (China) of sulfanilic acid3 that have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV).

The Commission further determines, pursuant to 19 U.S.C.

§ 1673d(b)(4)(B), that it would not have found material injury but for the

suspension of liquidation of entries of the merchandise under investigation.
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective March 18, 1992,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of sulfanilic acid from China were being sold at LTFV within the
meaning of section 733(b) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the

institution of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
1

The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 Commissioner Crawford dissenting and Commissioner Brunsdale not
participating.
3 The products covered by this investigation are all grades of sulfanilic
acid, which include technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, refined (or
purified) sulfanilic acid, and the sodium salt of sulfanilic acid (sodium
sulfanilate). Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate are provided for in
subheadings 2921.42.24 and 2921.42.75 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States.

4

Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April 15, 1992 (57
F.R. 13118).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on June 30, 1992, and

all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person
or by counsel.

5

VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN NEWQUIST, VICE CHAIRMAN WATSON,
COMMISSIONER ROHR, AND COMMISSIONER NUZUM
On the basis of the information obtained in this final investigation, we

determine that an industry in the United States is threatened with material
injury by reason of imports of sulfanilic acid from the People's Republic of
China (China) that have been found by the Department of Commerce (Commerce) to
be sold at less-than-fair-value (LTFV). 1 We further determine, in accordance
with 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B), that the domestic industry would not have
been materially injured by reason of subject imports had there not been a
suspension of liquidation.

I.

LIICE PRODVCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In determining whether a domestic industry is materially injured or

threatened with material injury by reason of imports subject to an
investigation under Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, the Commission first
defines the domestic nindustry.n

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930

defines the relevant industry as nthe domestic producers as a whole of a like
product, or those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that
product ••

The statute defines #like product" as Ha product which is

like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation

n3

The Commission's decision regarding the appropriate like product is
essentially a factual determination, and the Commission has applied the

1
Material retardation of the establishment of an industry is not an issue in
this investigation and will not be discussed further.
2
19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
3
19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).
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statutory standard of #like" or "most similar in characteristics and uses" on
a case-by-case basis. 4 The Commission disregards minor variations between the
articles subject to an investigation and generally looks for clear dividing
lines among possible like products. 5
The imported articles subject to this investigation, as defined by
Commerce, are:
[A]ll grades of sulfanilic acid, which include
technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, refined (or
purified) sulfanilic acid and refined sodium salt of
sulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). 6
In the Commission's preliminary determination involving sulfanilic acid
from China, 7 as well as in the recent preliminary determinations involving
sulfanilic acid from the Republic of Hungary (Hungary) and India, 8 the like
product was defined as all forms of sulfanilic acid -- technical grade
sulfanilic acid, sodium sulfanilate and refined grade sulfanilic acid
(collectively referred to herein as "sulfanilic acid").

The evidence on the

record in this investigation continues to support the Commission's previous
4

See Calabrian Corp. y. United States, slip. op. 92-69 (Ct. Int'l Trade, May
13, 1992); Torriniton Co. y. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744, 749 n.3 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1990), ~ 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Factors the
Commission considers in defining the like product include: (1) physical
characteristics and uses, (2) interchangeability of the products, (3) channels
of distribution, (4) customer and producer perceptions of the products, (5)
the use of common manufacturing facilities and production employees and, where
appropriate, (6) price. No single factor is dispositive, and the Commission
may consider other factors it deems relevant based upon the facts of a
particular investigation. Torriniton, 747 F. Supp. at 749.
5
~ s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
6 Final Determination of Sales at Less than Fair Value;
Sulfanilic Acid from
the People's Republic of China, 57 Fed. Reg. 29705 (July 6, 1992).
7 Sulfanilic Acid from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-538
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2457 (Nov. 1991). Vice Chairman Watson,
Commissioner Crawford and Commissioner Nuzum did not participate in the
preliminary investigation with respect to sulfanilic acid from China as they
were not members of the Commission at that time.
8
Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Huniary and India, Inv. Nos. 701-TA318 and 731-TA-560 and 561 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2526 (June 1992).
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determinations that the three forms of sulfanilic acid are one like product.9
The three forms of sulfanilic acid have similar physical characteristics, 10
end uses, 11 channels of distribution, 12 and common manufacturing facilities 13
and production employees. 14 There is also evidence of sufficient
interchangeability among the different forms of sulfanilic acid, especially
between refined grade sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate, for purposes of
our like product definition. 15
We therefore again define the like product as all forms of sulfanilic
acid; and we define the domestic industry as the only current U.S. producer of
sulfanilic acid, R-M Industries, Inc. 16

II.

CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRY
In determining whether an industry is materially injured, or is

threatened with material injury, by reason of LTFV imports, the Commission
9 None of the parties to this investigation challenges the Commission's
previous determinations of a single like product.
10
All three forms of sulfanilic acid are gray-white to white crystalline
solids. ~ Report at I-4.
11
Both refined grade sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate can be used for
the same end uses. Technical grade sulfanilic acid, on the other hand, is
used primarily for the production of sodium sulfanilate, refined grade
sulfanilic acid, specialty synthetic organic dyes, and concrete additives;
however in certain cases it can be used for some of the same end uses as the
other forms of sulfanilic acid. ~ Report at I-7 to I-9 & n.25.
12
Both domestic and imported sulfanilic acid are sold primarily to unrelated
end users. ~ Report at I-20 to I-21; ~ Ali2 Sulfanilic Acid from the
People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-538 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2457, at 7-8 (Nov. 1991).
13
All forms of sulfanilic acid begin with the production of technical grade
sulfanilic acid. The petitioner then produces the sodium sulfanilate from the
technical grade whereas the Chinese importers report that they produce the
refined grade directly from the technical grade. See Report I-5 to I-7.
14 ~ Sulfanilic Acid from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA538 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2457, at 9 (Nov. 1991).
15 Report at I-9 to I-11.
See also discussion, ~. at 15.
16
Hilton Davis Co. was the only other domestic producer of sulfanilic acid
(technical grade) during the period of investigation, but Hilton Davis
discontinued production of sulfanilic acid in 1991 because it is more
economical to purchase its requirements. Report at I-17.
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considers "all relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of
the industry in the United States • • • • " 17 These include output, sales,
inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages,
productivity, profits, cash flow, return on investments, ability to raise
capital, and research and development. 18 No single factor is determinative,
and the Commission considers all relevant factors "within the context of the
business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the
affected industry."19
As we noted in the preliminary investigations involving sulfanilic acid
from Hungary and India, there are several conditions of competition
distinctive to the domestic sulfanilic acid industry.

First, during the

period of investigation, U.S. consumption of the refined forms of sulfanilic
acid (both sodium sulfanilate and refined grade sulfanilic acid) grew at a
greater rate than consumption of technical grade sulfanilic acid. 20 This
trend is the result of several factors, including more stringent limits on
impurities in food dyes imposed by the Food and Drug Administration.

These

limits effectively preclude the use of technical grade sulfanilic acid as an
input. 21

In addition, at least one major producer of optical brighteners

stated that it has moved away from use of the technical grade sulfanilic acid
in favor of the refined forms of sulf anilic acid due to customer preferences

17 See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
18 Isl. Because the domestic industry consists of only one producer, certain
factors regarding the condition of the industry must be discussed in general
terms in these views in order to avoid disclosing business proprietary
information.
19 .I,g. No parties have raised any issues regarding a business cycle
distinctive to the sulfanilic acid industry.
20 See Report at D-3 (Table D-1).
21 Report at I-9 n.25.
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for higher quality. 22
Another condition of competition affecting this industry is the
increased cost of compliance with environmental regulations.
Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251

.It~.)

The Clean Water

has imposed stricter requirements on the

disposal of wastewater contaminants which are created when technical grade
sulfanilic acid is purified into refined grade sulfanilic acid. 23 We note
that the petitioner discontinued production of the refined grade sulfanilic
acid in 1989, due to the combination of higher environmental costs associated
with purification of the wastewater and competition from low-priced imports of
refined grade sulfanilic acid. 24
Thus, demand for sulfanilic acid has shifted towards the more refined
forms of sulfanilic acid.

Imports from China have consisted primarily of

refined grade sulfanilic acid; however, imports of sodium sulfanilate have
accounted for an increasing share of subject imports. 25
With these conditions of competition in mind, we next examine the
various indicators of the domestic industry's performance.

From 1989 to 1991

U.S. consumption of sulfanilic acid increased by 48.2 percent in quantity and
58.5 percent in value.

In the first three months of 1992 (interim 1992),

however, consumption decreased by 20.0 percent in quantity and 16.8 percent in
value as compared to the same period of 1991 (interim 1991). 26
U.S. production decreased from 1989 to 1990 but then increased
significantly from 1990 to 1991, with an additional smaller increase in

22

Conference transcript -- Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and
India at 103 (May 29, 1992).
23
Report at I-16.
24
Report at I-16.
25
Report at D-3 (Table D-1).
26 Report at I-14.
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interim 1992 compared to interim 1991. 27

U.S. shipments, in quantity and

value, increased steadily from 1989 to 1991 and remained stable in the interim
period. 28

The unit value of U.S. shipments also increased from 1989 to 1991,

but decreased slightly in interim 1992 -as compared with interim 1991. 29
Average U.S. capacity remained constant between 1989 and 1990, increased
17 percent from 1990 to 1991, and decreased slightly from interim 1991 to

interim 1992. 3 ° Capacity utilization decreased from 1989 to 1990, increased
significantly in 1991 and continued to increase in interim 1992 as compared
with interim 1991. 31
The number of production workers decreased slightly over the period of
investigation. 32

Hours worked decreased steadily from 1989 to 1991 and

decreased even further in interim 1992 as compared with interim 1991. 33
Overall, total compensation decreased, but increased significantly in interim
period 1992 as compared with interim period 1991. 34 After a decrease from 1989 to 1990, productivity increased significantly between 1990 and 1991 and

increased further in interim period 1992. 35
The financial data on the petitioner's sulfanilic acid operations show
that net sales remained relatively stable in 1989 and 1990, increased
significantly in 1991, and were relatively stable during interim 1992 as

27

Report at I-21 (Table 2) to I-22.
Report at I-22.
29
Report at I-23. The domestic industry's export shipments decreased
significantly from 1989 to 1990, but then rebounded in 1991 and in interim
1992. Report at I-23. The unit value of export shipments increased from 1989
to 1991, but then decreased slightly in interim 1992. ,lg.
30
Report at I-21 (Table 2).
31
Report at I-21 (Table 2).
32
Report at I-24.
33
Report at I-24.
34
Report at I-24.
35
Report at I-24.
2a
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compared with iriterim 1991. 36
pattern as net sales. 37

The average unit sales value followed a similar

Petitioner reported significant operating losses in

1989 and 1990, and a positive operating income in 1991 and in interim 1992.38
The operating income margin as a percentage of net sales improved
significantly from 1989 to 1991; however, it decreased in interim 1992 as
compared to interim 1991. 39

In addition, petitioner's return on total assets

increased from 1989 to 1991. 40

41 4
2

Although the trends noted above show an overall improvement in the
condition of the industry over the period of investigation, other factors
indicate that the improved performance achieved in 1991 does not necessarily
reflect long term or even moderate term trends, and that this industry is
vulnerable to the effects of unfair imports.

Evidence indicates that, despite

the relative profitability of the industry in 1991, operating income continues

36 Report at I-26 (Tables 7 and 8). The petitioner changed management in
late 1990. Petitioner has alleged that in 1989 and 1990 it suffered from the
effects of misappropriation of funds and other improper conduct by former
management. If so, we note that this may affect the reliability of some of
the data for 1989 and 1990. Id. at I-25. For these reasons, in analyzing the
domestic industry trends, Commissioner Nuzum gave less weight to the earlier
period of investigation and concentrated on the performance of the domestic
industry under the current management.
37 Report at I-26.
38 Report at I-26 (Table 8).
39 Report at I-26 (Table 7).
40
No data on capital investment were provided by the petitioner for the
interim periods. Report at I-27 (Table 10). There are also no available data
regarding research and development expenses. Id.
41
Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr determine, based on an analysis of
the above factors, that the domestic industry is not currently experiencing
material injury.
42
Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Nuzum do not reach a separate
conclusion as to whether the domestic industry is currently experiencing
material injury based solely on evidence in the record regarding the condition
of the industry. Based, however, on the statutory factors enumerated in 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7), they do find that the domestic industry in this
investigation is not currently experiencing material injury by reason of the
subject imports.
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to be insufficient to meet the needs for capital improvements (such as
replacement of sulfanilic acid production equipment, repairs to the building
in which sulfanilic acid is produced, and the construction of a new
warehouse). 43

We note that capital expenditures on petitioner's sulfanilic

acid operations decreased significantly from 1989 to 1991, 44 and the domestic
industry has had to reduce the number of sulfanilic acid production employees
and administrative staff in the latter half of 1991. 45

Also, we have

considered R-M's low current ratio (current assets divided by current
liabilities), which indicates R-M has been having difficulty financing its
current obligations. 46

Furthermore, we find it significant that the domestic

industry's rate of increase in production and domestic shipments between 1989
and 1991 did not keep pace with the overall increase in consumption during
that same period, indicating that the domestic industry has been losing market
share to imports. 47
The domestic industry's vulnerability to unfair imports is further
demonstrated by the industry's performance during the second half of 1991,
when R-M's domestic sales and operating margin decreased markedly. 48 We
therefore conclude that the domestic industry is vulnerable to the effects of

43

Report at F-3.
Such expenditures did, however, increase in interim 1992 as compared to
interim 1991. Report at I-27 (Table 9).
4s R-M laid off the equivalent of three workers in its sulfanilic acid
operations in 1991, and reduced its administrative staff by five employees.
Report at I-24.
46
Report at I-25 to I-26.
47
Report at Att. 3.
48
The decline in net sales and operating margins would have been even
greater had it not been for the ability of the petitioner to export a
significant percentage of its production of sulfanilic acid in the latter half
of 1991. Report at I-23 & n.89.
44
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unfair imports of sulfanilic acid. 49

III.

THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
A.

Cumula tion50

BY

REASON OF LTpY AND SUBSIDIZED IMPORTS

51

In analyzing whether unfair imports threaten to cause material injury to
a domestic industry, the Conunission is not required, but has the discretion,
to cumulate the volume and price effects of imports from two or more countries
if such imports compete with each other and with the like product of the
domestic industry in the United States market, and are subject to
investigation. 52

49
Vice Chairman Watson, Conunissioner Rohr and Conunissioner Nuzum emphasize
that their "vulnerability" finding is not intended as an independently
determinative factor for their threat finding. It is, however, an important
factor in explaining why the particular volume, price and other impacts of
imports set forth in the statutory list of threat factors in section 771(7)(F)
constitute a threat to a particular industry. An understanding of the
condition of the industry at the time that a determination is made is
necessary to an understanding of why imports are or are not a threat. An
industry in relatively poor condition (i.e., a more vulnerable industry) may
be threatened by particular imports while a less vulnerable industry might not
be threatened by those same imports. Conversely, even a relatively less
vulnerable industry might be threatened if the projected future impact of
imports were sufficiently great.
5° Chairman Newquist notes that Conunerce has not issued final antidumping or
countervailing duty determinations with regard to imports from Hungary and
India. In addition, he determines that Chinese imports alone pose a real and
inuninent threat of material injury to the domestic industry. For these
reasons, although Chairman Newquist does not disagree with this discussion of
the relevant evidence and statutory factors, he does not reach an ultimate
determination regarding cumulation. He notes, however, that he will address
that issue in any final investigations involving subject imports from Hungary
and India.
51 Conunissioner Rohr does not join in this discussion of cumulation.
He
notes that, as a general matter, he does not find it appropriate to engage in
#formal" cumulation in the context of his threat analyses. He continues to
believe it better, in the context of threat analyses, to consider the impact
of other unfairly traded imports in the context of other demonstrable adverse
trends. He finds that the threat factors discussed below relating to Chinese
imports are sufficient to justify an affirmative threat finding without regard
to whether imports from Hungary and India are also having an effect on the
industry.
52
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iv).
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Imports of sulfanilic acid from Hungary and India are subject to
concurrent antidumping and countervailing duty investigations. 53 We therefore
consider whether imports from India and Hungary compete with imports from
China and with the domestic like product.

We also consider whether imports

from India should be excluded from cumulation as being "negligible." 54
1.

The Competition Reqyirement

To determine whether the competition requirement has been met for
purposes of cumulation, the Cormnission generally has considered four factors:
(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different
countries and between imports and the domestic like product,
including consideration of specific customer requirements and
other quality related questions;
(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic
markets of imports from different countries and the domestic like
product;
(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution
for imports from different countries and the domestic like
product; and

(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the
market. 55

While these factors are intended to provide the Commission with a
framework for determining whether the imports compete with each other and with
the domestic like product, no single factor is determinative and this list of

53

Imports of sulfanilic acid from Hungary have been exclusively of refined
grade sulfanilic acid. Report at D-3 (Table D-1). Imports from India were
primarily of technical grade sulfanilic acid, although imports of refined
grade sulfanilic acid from India also were reported in 1991. Report at D-3
(Table D-1).
54
~. ~. at 16.
ss See, ~. Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittinas from China and
Thailand. Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2528. at 22 & n.74
(June 1992). Both the Court of International Trade and the Federal Circuit
upheld the Commission's use of these four factors in Fundicao TuPY· S.A. v.
United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988), ~. 859 F.2d 915
(Fed. Cir. 1988).
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factors is not exclusive. 56

Further, our reviewing court has held that only a

#reasonable overlap# of competition is required. 57
Based on the record evidence, we conclude there is a sufficient degree
of fungibility among the different forms of sulfanilic acid to warrant
cumulation.

Regarding the extent to which refined grade sulfanilic acid and

sodium sulfanilate are interchangeable, we recognize that most purchasers of
sulfanilic acid have indicated a current preference for one form over the
other.

Nonetheless, purchasers can, and have, switched between the two

forms. 58

For instance, evidence in the record indicates that a purchaser is

likely to switch from refined grade sulfanilic acid to sodium sulfanilate when
there is a shortage of the refined grade. 59 A purchaser may also switch to
sodium sulfanilate from the refined acid, however, if the price is low
enough. 60

In some cases, purchasers of optical brighteners and dyes have even

been able to substitute technical grade sulfanilic acid in their production
processes. 61

Finally, purchasers have used different forms of sulfanilic acid

in order to maintain several sources of supply. 62

Wieland Werke. AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1989).
57 See Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17, 22 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1989).
58
See, ~. Report at I-11, I-18, E-3. The purchasing manager of WarnerJenkinson stated at the hearing before the Commission that nwe are not in the
market for sodium salt, we never have been and never will be. That is not a
preference for refined acid, we just can not use the sodium salts.# Hearing
transcript at 92. He also stated: #We do not use technical grade. We do not
use sodium salt.- Id. at 102. We find such statements refuted by other
evidence on the record showing that Warner-Jenkinson reported significant
purchases of both technical grade sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate
during the period of investigation. See Report at I-18.
5 9 Report at I-27.
60
Pre-Hearing Brief of R-M Industries at 21 and Attachment 10 (June 25,
1992).
6l
Report at I-9 n.25.
62
Report at I-18.

56
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Imported and domestic products are sold through cormnon or similar
channels of distribution in the same geographic markets and, in some cases, to
the same customers. 63

Also, the record shows that imports from Hungary, India

and China have been available simultaneously in the U.S. market during the
latter portion of the period of investigation. 64
In determining whether to cumulate in the context of a threat of
material injury determination, the Commission also has considered whether
there were similar trends in import volumes, market penetration and prices
among the imports from the various subject countries. 65

In this regard, we

note that volumes and market penetration levels of the Indian, Chinese and
Hungarian imports have each increased during the period of investigation. 66
Also, the limited direct price comparisons available in this investigation
indicate that subject imports from each country have been sold at prices below
those offered for the domestic like product. 67
2.

The Negligible Imports Exception

Under the statute, the Commission is not required to cumulate imports
from a particular country in any case in which the Commission determines that

63

See Report at I-20. Both U.S. producers and importers reported that the
market is generally concentrated in the Northeast, Southeast and Midwest where
the largest purchasers are located. I,g. at I-39.
64
Report at I-34 (Table 14).
65
See, ~. Asociacion Colombians de E:xportadores de Flores. et al. y.
United States, 704 F. Supp. 1068, 1072 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988); Sulfur Dyes
from the People's Republic of China. Hong Kong. India and the United Kingdom,
731-TA-S48 through SSl (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2Sl4, at 24 (May 1992);
Coated Groundwood Paper from Austria. Belgium. Finland. France. Germany.
Italy. the Netherlands. Sweden. and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-486
through 494 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 23S9, at 43 (Feb. 1991). See also
Certain Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Iubes from Taiwan, Inv. No. 731TA-410 (Final), USITC Pub. 2169, at SS n.20 (March 1989)(Views of Commissioner
Newquist).
66
See Report at I-34 (Table 14), I-37 (Table lS).
67
For pricing information, see Report at I-38 to I-48.
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"imports of the merchandise subject to investigation are negligible and have
no discernable adverse impact on the domestic industry." 68

In determining

whether the imports are negligible, the Commission considers all relevant
economic factors, including whether:
(I) the volume and market share of the imports are negligible,
(II) sales transactions involving the imports are isolated and
sporadic, and
(III) the domestic market for the like product is price sensitive
by reason of the nature of the product, so that a small quantity
of imports can result in price suppression or depression. 69
Although the volume and market share of imports from India have been
small throughout the period of investigation, they increased significantly
between 1990 to 1991. 7° Furthermore, Indian producers have reported that they
intend to increase sharply their exports of sulfanilic acid to the United
States in 1992 and 1993. 71
Although we received little information about Indian prices in the
responses to the Commission questionnaires, that information shows that
imports from India undersold the domestically produced sulfanilic acid. 72
Petitioner has presented evidence of price quotes from the Indian State
Trading Company that reveal offers for Indian products at prices substantially
lower than U.S. prices for all three forms of sulfanilic acid. 73

Moreover, we

find that the domestic market for sulfanilic acid is sufficiently price
68

19 U.S.C. §§ 1677(7)(C)(v) and 1677(7)(F)(iv).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v).
70
Report at I-34 (Table 14), Att. 3.
71
Report at I-32 to I-33.
72 Report at I-42 (Table 19).
We will seek to obtain a better response rate
to our questionnaires from Indian producers and importers in any final
investigation involving sulfanilic acid from India.
73
Antidumping Petition, Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and
India, and Countervailing Duty Petition, Sulfanilic Acid from India,
Attachment G (May 7, 1992).

69
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sensitive that even a relatively small quantity of unfair imports may result
in price suppression or depression. 74
Since our preliminary investigations involving India and Hungary, we
have obtained additional information that suggests that sales transactions
involving imports from India during the period of investigation were not
continuous.

This is due to the fact that U.S. purchasers have only recently

become interested in obtaining Indian sulfanilic acid and, as such, have made
only a few trial purchases.

However, as noted, there are plans by Indian

producers to increase such sales in the near future. 75

Even though imports

from India may have been relatively sporadic thus far, India has already
demonstrated an ability to increase the rate of its imports significantly. 76
Imports into the United States from India are only a recent phenomenon;
such imports were almost nonexistent in 1989 and 1990. 77

Yet the rapid U.S.

market penetration that occurred in 1991 demonstrates that Indian exporters
are able to increase their U.S. market share in a short period of time.

In

addition, several U.S. firms reported plans to purchase shipments from India,
but cancelled them as a result of the antidumping and countervailing duty
investigations. 78
For the above reasons, Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Nuzum
determine that it is appropriate to assess c\llllUlatively the volume and price
effects of imports from China, Hungary and India.

In any event, even if Vice

Chairman Watson and Connnissioner Nuzum did not c\llllUlate the volume and price
74

The record contains evidence of at least one confirmed instance in which
petitioner experienced price suppression caused by lower priced imports of
Indian technical grade sulfanilic acid. Report at I-46.
15
Report at I-32 to I-33.
76
See Report at I-30 to I-31, I-34 (Table 14).
77
Report at I-34 (Table 14).
78
Report at I-19 to I-20.
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effects of the imports from Hungary and India, they would nonetheless
determine that the industry is threatened with material injury by reason of
the subject imports from China.
B.

Analysis of Threat of Material Injury By Reason of Unfair Imports

Section 771(7)(F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Commission to
determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of LTFV imports "on the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury
is real and that actual injury is imminent.• 79

The statute identifies ten

specific factors to be considered and we have considered all of the factors
relevant to the particular facts of this investigation.

These include data

regarding foreign production capacity, market penetration, price suppression
or depression, inventories of the subject merchandise, underutilized
production capacity in the exporting countries, and the actual or potential
negative effects on the domestic industry's existing development and
production efforts. 80

81

The presence or absence of any single threat factor

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(ii). While an analysis of the statutory threat
factors necessarily involves projection of future events, our determination is
not made based on supposition, speculation or conjecture, but on the statutory
directive of real and imminent injury. ~. ~. s. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 88-89 (1979); Hannibal Industries Inc. v. United States, 712
F. Supp. 332, 338 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989).
80
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(I)-(X). Factor (I) directs the Commission to
consider the nature of any subsidies involved. Petitioner has alleged that
the Indian government subsidizes imports from India. We note that the alleged
subsidies include preferential export loans, preferential post-shipment
financing, and income tax deductions. Antidumping Petition, Sulfanilic Acid
from the Republic of Hungary and India, and Countervailing Duty Petition,
Sulfanilic Acid from India, at 39-44 (May 7, 1992). On the date of our vote
in this final investigation, Commerce had not yet issued its preliminary
determinations in the investigations involving Hungary and India.
Two of the statutory factors are not relevant to the facts of this
investigation and therefore will not be discussed further. These are factors
(VIII) regarding potential product shifting, and (IX) regarding raw and
processed agricultural products.
79
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is not necessarily dispositive. 82
To avoid disclosing business proprietary information, we will discuss
only general trends regarding foreign producer data.

First, there has been a

significant increase in both capacity·and production of sulfanilic acid in
China, Hungary and India and a corresponding increase of imports from these
countries into the United States. 83 We are particularly concerned with the
Chinese producers' ability to increase production capacity and shipments to
the United States in a short period of time.

Respondents themselves have

stated that there is little difficulty in producing refined grade sulfanilic
acid and that the Chinese producers were able to do it uwith very little
technology and apparently minimal costs.w•4

In addition, China has begun to

ship large quantities of sodium sulfanilate to the U.S. market. 85
Further, during the period of investigation there has been a rapid
increase in market penetration by the subject imports in terms of both

81 ( ••• continued)
81
The Conunission

also must consider whether dumping findings or antidumping
remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class of merchandise
suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic industry. ~. at §
1677(7)(F)(iii)(I). We have not received any evidence that there are any
dumping findings or remedies in any other country involving sulfanilic acid
from China, Hungary or India.
82
~. ~. Rhone Poulenc. S.A. y. United States, 592 F. Sup. 1318, 1324
n.18 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1984).
83
~ 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(ll); Report at I-30 to I-33.
Imports from
the subject countries increased by 59 percent from 1989 to 1990, and by 232
percent in 1991. Imports decreased in the interim 1992 period. We do not
place much weight on the interim 1992 declines which we believe reflect the
pendency of the antidumping and countervailing duty investigations and the
suspension of liquidation of entries of Chinese sulfanilic acid. ~. ~.
Metallverken Nederland. B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 743 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1989). We decline to draw any conclusions regarding projections of the
full year import levels based on interim data.
84 ~ Prehearing Brief on Behalf of the Respondents China National Chemicals
Import and Export (Hebei Branch), Goodring International, Inc., and Sinochem
(U.S.A.) at 4 (June 25, 1992).
15 See Report at I-34 (Table 14), I-35, D-3 (Table D-1).
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quantity and value. 86

The market penetration of cumulated imports on the

basis of quantity climbed from 14 percent in 1989 to 46.2 percent in 1991.•1
In terms of value, the cumulated market penetration rate climbed from 12.S
percent in 1989 to 40.1 percent in 1991. 88 Most importantly, the data
indicate that a small but significant percentage of that increase in market
penetration has been at the expense of the U.S. producers' market share.
As we noted previously, R-M Industries changed senior management in late
1990.

In order to put the company on a sounder financial basis, the new

management changed R-M's pricing policy, which is reflected in the higher
prices that R-M charged for sodium sulfanilate in late 1990 and 1991.

One

issue we must address, therefore, is whether R-M can maintain prices adequate
to recover costs in the face of unfair imports.

Based on the available data

on price comparisons and trends, we conclude that there is a #probability that
imports of the merchandise will enter the United States at prices that will
have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise

The information available shows that from January to

March 1991, the price of technical grade sulfanilic acid from India was
significantly lower than the price for domestic technical grade sulfanilic
acid. 90

In addition, as noted before, petitioner has presented price quotes

from the Indian State Trading Company that reveal offers for Indian products
at prices substantially lower than U.S. prices for all three forms of
86

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(III); Report at Att. 3.
Report at I-37 (Table 15).
88
Report at I-37 (Table 15). The market penetration of imports from China
increased dramatically in 1991 in terms of both quantity and value. 14. at
Att. 3.
89
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(IV).
90
India was the only country that reported exports of technical grade
sulfanilic acid during the period of investigation. Report at I-40 (Table
16).

87
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sulfanilic acid.9 1
Reported prices of refined grade sulfanilic acid from Hungary were also
below the prices of domestic refined grade sulfanilic acid for all four
quarters of 1989 during which time the domesti-c industry was still producing
this grade; beginning in 1990 the petitioner discontinued the production of
refined grade sulfanilic acid. 92

Sales prices of Chinese sodium sulfanilate

(with adjustments made for certain differences) were also below domestic
prices for that product. 93

In addition, throughout the period of

investigation, the prices of imported refined grade sulfanilic acid from
Hungary and China were consistently lower than the prices of petitioner's
sodium sulfanilate (both in liquid and powder form). 94
With regard to inventories, most U.S. importers report that they
generally do not maintain inventories of sulfanilic acid. 95 However, for the
first time in 1991 and in interim 1992, importers of the Chinese product
reported a significant amount of inventories of sulfanilic acid. 96
With regard to "the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting countr[ies]," 97 the data show that Chinese
capacity utilization levels were high and increased from 1989 to 1990,
decreased in 1991, and then increased in interim 1992 (but still remained
91

Antidumping Petition, Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and
India, and Countervailing Duty Petition, Sulfanilic Acid from India,
Attachment G (May 7, 1992).
92
Report at I-41 (Table 18).
93
Prices for Chinese sodium sulfanilate were reported only in the latter
three quarters of 1991. ~Report at I-41 (Table 17).
94
Cf. Tables 17 and 18, Report at I-41. If this pricing trend were to
continue, it is likely that imports of refined grade would take market share
away from petitioner's sales of sodium sulfanilate. See, ~. Hearing
transcript at 24-25.
95
~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(V); Report at I-29.
96 Report at I-30, Att. 3.
97
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(VI).
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below 1989 and 1990 levels). 98

This decline in the rate of capacity

utilization by Chinese producers in 1991, when production and exports to the
United States increased dramatically, was due to an even greater increase in
capacity. 99

Hungary's capacity utilization levels were high throughout the

period of investigation and India's capacity utilization rates were relatively
low in 1989 and 1990 but then increased in 1991. 100
With regard to the actual and potential negative effects of the subject
imports on the existing development and production efforts of the domestic
industry, we note that although petitioner currently has all of the equipment
to make refined grade sulfanilic acid, it faces substantial investment or
increased costs to comply with the Clean Water Act if it is to begin producing
refined grade sulfanilic acid. 101

If imports of refined grade sulfanilic acid

continue to enter the United States at unfair prices, we believe it is likely
that the domestic industry will be precluded from producing and selling its
own refined grade sulfanilic acid at prices that can compete with the subject
imports. 102
Finally, in considering other demonstrable adverse factors that indicate
the probability that importation of the subject merchandise will be a cause of
98

Report at I-30 (Table 11).
Report at I-30 (Table 11).
100
Report at I-31 (Table 12) and I-33 (Table 13). Despite the relatively
high capacity utilization rates overall, we again note the fact that these
countries have been able to increase capacity rapidly in response to U.S.
demand. See Prehearing Brief on Behalf of the Respondents China National
Chemicals Import and Export (Hebei Branch), Goodring International, Inc., and
Sinochem (U.S.A.) at 4 (June 25, 1992).
101
See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(X); Conference transcript -- Sulfanilic
Acid from the Republic of Hungary and India at 10 (May 29, 1992).
102
This is especially true in light of the fact that the costs of producing
refined grade sulfanilic acid domestically have increased over the period of
investigation and the domestic industry already has demonstrated difficulty in
raising capital. See discussion, supra, concerning the condition of the
industry; Pre-Hearing Brief of R-M Industries at 6 (June 25, 1992).
99
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actual injury, we have examined the threatened impact of LTFV imports in the
sodium sulfanilate segment of the market.

As noted above, the domestic

industry's performance, while showing some signs of weakening, has improved
significantly over most of the -period of-investigation.

This improvement has

rested largely on R-M's sodium sulfanilate operations, where domestic
consumption and R-M's exports, domestic shipments, and capacity utilization
levels have increased.

In this segment of the market, however, prices have

begun to decline, 103 and LTFV imports from China have significantly increased
in volume, as a share of domestic conswnption, and as a share of total
imports. 104
In addition, R-M is now seeking to re-enter the refined grade sulfanilic
acid market.

We are concerned that its ability to make the requisite capital

investment and to recover costs are jeopardized by the continued and increased
levels of LTFV imports. 105

IV.

APPLICATION OF SECTION 1673d(b)(4)(B)
When the Commission makes a final threat determination, it must make an

additional finding, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B), as to whether
material injury by reason of the subject imports would have been found but for
any suspension of liquidation of entries of such imports.

This finding

determines the date of the imposition of duties -- either the date of
suspension of liquidation or the date of the publication of the final order.
Suspension of liquidation in this investigation occurred on March 18, 1992,
the date of publication of Commerce's preliminary affirmative

103

Report at I-41 (Table 17).
Report at D-3 (Table D-1).
1os See Report at F-3.
104
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determination. 106
We find that the domestic industry would not have been materially
injured even had there been no suspension of liquidation.

While the industry

was in a vulnerable condition, its performance had not deteriorated to the
point where imports made during the relevant period would have resulted in
material injury.
CONCLUSION
Based on our analysis of the record and the statutory threat factors, we
find that the domestic industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of LTFV imports from China.

106

57 Fed. Reg. 9409 (March 18, 1992).

DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER CRAWFORD
Sulfanilic Acid from the People's Republic of China
Inv. No. 731-TA-538 (Final)

Having

reviewed

investigation,

I

all

determine

the

evidence

that

the

of

domestic

record

in

industry

this

is

not

materially injured, nor threatened with material injury, by reason
of the subject imports from the People's Republic of China (China) .
I concur in the conclusion of my colleagues with respect to
their discussion of the like product and the domestic industry.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The record in this case has been consolidated with the records
in investigations involving sulfanilic acid from the Republic of
Hungary (Hungary) and India. 1
grades:
grade.

Sulfanilic acid is produced in three

technical grade; sodium sulfanilate (salt); and refined
All three grades of sulfanilic acid are included in the

scope of these investigations.
Petitioner,

the

sole

U.S.

producer

of

sulfanilic

acid,

produces technical grade and salt, but does not produce refined
grade.

Petitioner produces salt in both liquid and powder form.

Imports from China consist of only refined grade and salt in
powder form.

Imports from India consist of only technical grade

and refined grade.

Imports from Hungary are exclusively refined

grade.
1
Sulf anilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and India,
Inv. Nos. 701-TA-318 and 731-TA-560 and 561 (Preliminary), USITC
Pub. 2526 (June 1992).
27

I

concur

in the conclusion of my colleagues

subject imports from Hungary.

to cumulate

However, I do not cumulate imports

from India in either of my determinations.
Cumulation is not required if subject imports "are negligible
and have no discernable impact on the domestic industry. 112
imports from India to be negligible.
of

investigation did

combined

I find

At no time during the period

imports

of

technical

grade

and

refined grade from India account for even 1 percent of apparent
consumption. 3

Such a

low level

of market penetration has

discernable impact on the domestic industry.

no

In addition, imports

of technical grade from India do not compete with petitioner's
salt, and petitioner testified that imports from India are of lower
quality

than

petitioner's

technical

grade. 4

Accordingly,

I

determine not to cumulate imports from India with subject imports
from China. 5
Country-specific

data

(e.g.

import

penetration)

confidential, while aggregate data is not confidential.

is

Although

I have not cumulated imports from India, this opinion refers to
aggregate data including India to avoid disclosing confidential
information.

2

19 U.S.C. S 1677 (7) (C) (v).

3

The exact percentage is confidential.

4

See Conference Transcript (Hungary and India) at 66-67.

5

Even if imports
from
determinations would not change.
28

India

were

cumulated,

my

II.

NO MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LESS THAN FAIR
(LTFV) IMPORTS

VALOE

In making its determination, the commission is required to
consider the volume of subject imports, the effect of subject
imports on domestic prices, and the impact of .subject imports on
the domestic industry.

In addition, it "may consider such other

economic factors as are relevant to the determination regarding
whether there is material injury by reason of imports." 6
A.

ECONOMIC FACTORS

The statute also directs the commission to evaluate relevant
economic

factors

in

the

"context

of

the

business

cycle

and

conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected
industry. 117

One distinctive condition of competition is essential

to an evaluation of the impact of subject imports.
Petitioner is the
technical grade and salt.

sole

u. s.

producer.

It produces· only

Petitioner does not produce the refined

grade sulfanilic acid that constitutes over 80% of subject Chinese
imports.

Therefore, the only way material injury is possible by

reason of the subject imports is if the imported refined grade is
a close substitute for domestic technical grade or salt and is a
better

value.

If

so,

Chinese

subject

imports

could

induce

purchasers to buy the imported refined grade rather than domestic
technical grade or salt.
This condition of competition also provides the framework to

'

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (B)

7

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C).
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analyze other relevant economic factors, including factors external
to the domestic industry, nonsubject imports, and the degree of
substitutability among subject imports and the like product.

External Factors
Two external factors directly affect the U.S. market.
and

Drug

Administration

(FDA)

regulations

impose

Food

stringent

requirements on the level of impurities allowable for end products
in which sulfanilic acid is used.

These regulations create a

strong preference among purchasers for the refined grade, which is
the primary grade imported from China.
Petitioner withdrew from the refined market in 1989

as a

result of its inability to comply with U.S. environmental laws.
The substantial cost of complying with environmental laws was the
reason petitioner stopped producing refined grade in 1989 and has
not resumed production to date. 8
a

grade

of

sulfanilic

acid

Thus, petitioner does not produce

suitable

for

the

needs

of

major

purchasers.

Nonsul:>ject Imports
Nonsubject imports are a particularly relevant economic factor
in this investigation.

Before this investigation began in 1991,

the market share of nonsubject imports exceeded petitioner's market

8

Conference Transcript (Hungary and India) at 38-39.
I do
not find credible petitioner's assertion in its petition concerning
Hungary and India that petitioner stopped producing refined grade
because of dumped imports.
At the earlier conference in this
investigation, petitioner stated that when it "got out of the
business, the PRC [China] was not a factor in the market at all."
Conference Transcript (China) at 56.
30

share in both 1989 and 1990. 9

Between 1990 and 1991, Japan,

a

primary source of refined grade, severely curtailed its exports of
refined grade to the United States, creating a shortage.

Because

petitioner does not produce refined grade, purchasers were forced
to satisfy this demand for refined grade from other import sources,
primarily China.

Between 1990 and 1991, the increase in market

share of subject Chinese imports nearly equalled the decrease in
market share of nonsubject imports from Japan. 10

Thus, subject

imports did not displace domestic sales; rather,

they filled a

market abandoned by the Japanese.
Substitutability
Because of its high level of impurities, technical grade is
a poor substitute for either salt or refined grade. 11

In addition,

the substitutability between domestic salt and imported refined
grade, and between domestic salt and imported salt is limited.
Refined grade and salt are used primarily as inputs into the
production of optical brighteners

(approximately 55 percent of

apparent consumption) and the production of food colorings (between
one-fourth and one-third of apparent consumption).
The three largest purchasers of sulfanilic acid account for
over two-thirds of apparent consumption.
has

used
9

10

both

refined

grade

and

Report at I-37 (Table 15).
Report at I-37.

11 Report at I-9.

12 Report at E-3

(Table E-1).
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Each of these purchasers

salt

in

its

operations, 12

suggesting at least some degree of substitutability between the two
grades.

The testimony by one purchaser that it "cannot" use salt

may be viewed as inconsistent with petitioner's testimony that the
purchaser recently purchased salt. 13

Whether a

purchaser is

physically able to use salt, however, is not the relevant inquiry.
The record shows that substitution between salt and refined grade
is limited significantly by a purchaser's quality requirements for
its

end

products,

by

a

purchaser's

production

process

and

facilities, and by the costs of switching from one grade to the
other, an integral element of the relative costs of using the two
grades.
Responses to purchaser questionnaires demonstrate that product
quality

is

very

important

in purchasing decisions. 14

Major

purchasers require refined grade to ensure the quality of their end
products.

Sandoz testified that using salt instead of refined

grade compromises the reliability of its production process, and,
therefore,

the

quality

of

products. 15

its

Warner-Jenkinson

testified that refined grade is required to meet stringent Food
and Drug Administration

(FDA)

contained in its food colors.

regulations

limiting impurities

Salt is itself an impurity that must

be removed to meet FDA requirements. 16

The lower quality of salt,

which does not meet the quality requirements for purchasers' end
13

China Hearing Transcript at 92 and at 147.

14

Memo EC-P-052 dated July 27, 1992 at 21.

15

China Hearing Transcript at 91.

16

China Hearing Transcript at 93-95.
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products,

further reduces the substitutability between the two

grades. 17
Sandoz testified that refined grade is necessary to operate
its two facilities efficiently and economically.

Its Fair Lawn

plant has used salt "with great difficulty and at significant
cost" , and its South Carolina plant has "never been able to use
salt" • 18

Sandoz further testified that using salt at its South

Carolina plant would reduce its efficiency by: 1) resulting in "a
product which contains only 40 percent of what we are trying to
make,

as opposed to 95 percent,

refined free acid"; 2)
percent;

or

3)

which is achievable with the

reducing production capacity by up to 30

reducing

the maximum batch

size

by

20

to

25

percent. 19
Similarly, Warner-Jenkinson testified that using salt in its
production process would decrease its efficiency by: 1) reducing
batch size by up to 15 percent
400,000 pounds); 2)

(reducing production by

increasing purification time by 15 percent;

°

Furthermore, Warner-

a

production

and 3) increasing labor and material costs. 2
Jenkinson

testified

up to

that

it

has

built

facility

17

In addition, other non-price factors (e.g. availability
and leadtimes for delivery) limit the substitutability. See Memo
EC-P-052 dated July 27, 1992 at 21-23.
18

China Hearing Transcript at 79. The Fair Lawn plant will
be consolidated into the South Carolina plant, which has been
designed and built specifically to use refined grade.
China
Hearing Transcript at 115.
19

China Hearing Transcript at 88 - 92.

20

China Hearing Transcript at 95 - 99.
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specifically designed to use refined grade. 21
These purchasers have production facilities designed to use
refined

grade,

not

salt.

They would experience

substantial

reductions in efficiency and increases in costs were they to use
salt

instead

of

refined

grade.

Thus,

the

degree

of

substitutability between the two grades is very limited in both
practical and economic terms.
A statement by one major purchaser that it considers refined
grade and salt "interchangeable" raw materials, although it prefers
salt, 22 does not by itself support a conclusion that the two grades
are practical or economic substitutes.

On the contrary, the record

indicates that the grades are not substitutes except to the extent
that purchasers can use salt when there are shortages of refined
grade,

as an alternative to ceasing production.

The

record

evidence demonstrates that purchasers have used salt when the
market for refined grade has been disrupted by shortages.
Nor are imported salt and domestic salt close substitutes.
Imported salt is sold in only powder form, while domestic salt is
sold in both powder and liquid forms.

The different forms are non-

price factors that limit substitutability between imported salt and
domestic salt.

In addition, there are differences in the physical

composition of the same form of imported salt and domestic salt 23
that limit the degree of substitutability.
21

China Hearing Transcript at 94.

22

Report at I-10.

23

Report at I-41.
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Finally, confidential

information about the sourcing patterns of the largest user of salt
supports the conclusion that imported salt and domestic salt are
not close substitutes. 24
Based on the record evidence described above, I conclude that
the elasticity of substitution is small, and that the degree of
substitution

among

subject

imports

and

the

like

product

is

extremely limited.

PRICE EFFECTS 25

B.

In evaluating the effect of subject imports on prices, the
statute

directs

the

Commission

to

consider

whether

significant price underselling by subject imports

there

and

is

whether

subject imports depress prices to a significant degree or prevent
price

increases,

which

otherwise

would

have

occurred,

to

a

significant degree. 26
Price is almost always important in any purchasing decision.
However, relative price, not absolute price, is the determinative
factor.

In general, purchasers look at what they are getting for

their dollar, the package of goods and services that includes not
only the product but also terms and conditions of sale, financing,
technical

or

maintenance

services,

and

intangibles

such

as

reliability, brand or supplier loyalty and a desire to maintain
alternate sources of supply.
24

Purchasers of any product determine

Report at E-3 {Table E-1).

25

Because imports of technical grade from India are not
cumulated, there are no price effects of technical grade relevant
to my determinations.
26

19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) {C) (ii).
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value by comparing not only factors that differentiate between
products, but also the bundle of other factors that are important
to individual purchasers.
Petitioner stopped producing refined grade in 1989. After
1989, therefore, there are no contemporaneous price comparisons
between imported and domestic refined grade.

Price comparisons are

possible only for imported refined grade,
imported salt.

domestic salt,

and

Information on the record shows that prices of

subject imports were lower than prices of the like product during
the period of investigation.
However, record evidence demonstrates that non-price factors
play a crucial role in this market.
limited

substitutability

domestic salt.

between

As discussed above, there is
imported

refined

grade

and

The fact that two major purchasers cannot use salt

without substantial reductions in the operating efficiency of their
plants is of particular significance.

The cost of this reduced

efficiency is an essential and significant element of evaluating
the price of domestic salt relative to the price of imported
refined grade.

Because the record compares absolute prices of

domestic salt with absolute prices of imported refined grade, the
price

comparisons

are

not

meaningful,

and

cannot

support

a

conclusion that price underselling is significant or that domestic
salt prices have been suppressed to a significant degree.
There

is

only one

instance where

salt

prices

could

be

compared, between a Chinese product that was different than the

36

domestic product. 27

Given the limited substitutability between

imported salt and domestic salt, a single price comparison is not
sufficient

evidence

underselling
significant. 28

to

price

or

support

a

conclusion

suppression

by

that

imported

any

price

salt

is

Although the proportion of domestic salt sold in

each form is confidential, it is relevant to evaluating the price
effects.
Finally, the price trends from 1989 to 1991 demonstrate that
domestic salt prices have not been depressed. 29
C.

VOLUME EFFECT

In determining whether there is material injury by reason
of LTFV imports, the statute directs the Commission to consider
"whether the volume of imports of the merchandise, or any increase
in that volume, either in absolute terms or relative to production
or consumption in the United states, is significant. 1130
The market share of subject imports

increased from

14 . o

percent in 1989 to 16.7 percent in 1990 and to 46.2 percent in
1991. 31

Although the increase from 1990 to 1991 is large and the

market share in 1991 is high, the significance of the volume of
subject imports is tempered by the effect of nonsubject imports in
27

Report at I-46.

28

Confidential information provided by a major purchaser
further supports a conclusion that price underselling or price
suppression is not significant. Report at I-47.
29

Report at I-41 (Table 17).

30

19 U.S.C.

31

Report at I-37.

§

1677(7) (C) (i).
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the

u.s. market.

As discussed above, the shortage of nonsubject

imports of refined grade was supplied by imports of Chinese refined
grade between 1990 and 1991.
Indeed, petitioner's market share
increased from 1990 to 199132 and "remained fairly stable during
the period of investigation accounting for about 40 percent of the
market 11 • 33
Imports of salt constitute less than 20 percent of subject
imports from China.

Although the quantity of imports of Chinese

salt in 1991 increased dramatically relative to 1990, the increase
was a function of a very small base in 1990. 34

Using 1989 as the

base, the increase in market share of Chinese salt from 1989 to
1991 was not significant. 35

Furthermore, the volume of imports of

Chinese salt increased from 1989 to 1991 at a substantially slower
rate than the contemporaneous increase in salt consumption.
D.

DIPACT OB THE AFFECTED INDUSTRY

The statute directs the Commission to examine the impact of
subject imports on the domestic industry.

The statute lists

specific factors for Commission consideration and provides that
the "Commission shall evaluate all relevant economic factors.
within the

32

context of the business

cycle and conditions

of

Report at I-37.

33

Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and India,
USITC Pub. 2526 (June 1992) at 36-37.
34

Report at D-3 (Table D-1).

35

Report at Table 15a, Supplemental staff submission to
Commissioner Crawford.
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competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 1136
The distinctive conditions of competition in this industry
include the composition of, and products produced by, the domestic
industry; external factors that affect the market; and the presence
of

nonsubject

imports

in

the

market.

These

conditions

of

competition are also relevant economic factors, and were described
above.
In the context of these conditions of competition, I

have

considered all of the statutory impact factors discussed in the
majority's opinion under the heading "Condition of the Industry."
While I do not reach a separate legal conclusion on material injury
based on the condition of the industry, my evaluation of the
statutory impact factors leads me to find that injury, if any, by
reason of the dumped imports is not material.
Petitioner experienced management problems that may

have

affected both its financial performance and the accuracy and
reliability of its 1989 financial reports. 37

In addition, the

reported data on U.S. consumption in 1989 may be understated by as
much as 10 to 15 percent. 38
The large increase in market share of subject imports occurred
between 1990 and 1991. Accordingly, the 1990 and 1991 data provide
the most appropriate and reliable basis to evaluate the statutory
36

19 U.S.C.

37

See China Hearing Transcript at 33-34 and Report at I-24

§

1677(7} (C} (iii}.

to I-28.
38

Report at I-15.
39

impact factors.
1990 and 1991 data present a positive picture of petitioner's
performance.

Domestic sales and production capacity increased.

At the same time, production increased at nearly three times the
rate that capacity increased.
increased significantly.

As a result, capacity utilization

Because of the large increase in market

share of subject imports between 1990 and 1991, an evaluation of
petitioner's market share is most important in this investigation.
The large increase in subject imports did not displace petitioner's
sales; petitioner's market share increased from 1990 to 1991.
fact,

the

large

increase

in market

share

of

subject

In

imports

replaced a comparable decrease in nonsubject imports.
Petitioner's financial performance is consistent with its
market performance.
in

isolation,

I do not view the level of absolute profits,

as probative of

financial

performance.

Even a

comparison of absolute levels from one year to the next (in this
investigation,

from

loss

to

profit)

lacks

a

solid

frame

of

reference with respect to the magnitude and economic efficiency of
a firm's operations.

A firm's financial performance relative to

its operations provides a

more appropriate evaluation.

Here,

petitioner's operating income as a percentage of net sales in 1991
is substantial.

Furthermore, in 1991 petitioner's operating return

on assets was more than twice its operating income margin.
light of petitioner's poor financial

performance early

In

in the

period of investigation before the large increase in market share
of subject imports, an evaluation of other measures of financial
40

performance is not probative in the context of the

impact of

subject imports on the domestic industry.
With respect to the remaining statutory impact factors,
conclude that

any

impact

is

not

significant

in

light

of

I

the

conditions of competition.
In summary,

petitioner's market performance and financial

performance improved markedly at the time of a large increase in
the market share of subject imports, the time when any material
injury by reason of subject imports would have occurred.
context

of

industry,

the

conditions

however,

of

competition distinctive

the impact of subject imports

is,

In the
to
at

this
most,

minimal and clearly not significant.
The lack of substitutability and other non-price factors play
crucial roles in purchasing decisions in this investigation, not
the price of LTFV imports.

Therefore, I conclude that the domestic

industry would not have been materially better off even if subject
imports had been fairly traded.

III.

NO 'l'BREA'l' OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF L'l'FV IMPORTS

In making a determination of whether an industry is threatened
with

material

injury,

the

Commission

considers,

among

other

relevant economic factors, enumerated statutory threat criteria. 39
A

determination that an

industry "is threatened with material

injury shall be made on the basis of evidence that the threat of
material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent.

Such

a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or
39

19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) (F) (i).

41

supposition. 1140
There is no information on the record that the volume of
subject imports, the effect of subject imports on prices or the
impact of subject imports on the domestic industry will change in
the future.

The large increase in subject imports during the

period of investigation was in response to a shortage of refined
grade created by the withdrawal of other imports and did not
displace sales of the domestic like product.
that a future shortage will occur.

There is no evidence

Even if a shortage occurred and

subject imports increased to meet the demand,
cannot

such an increase

injure an industry that does not produce the

product.

imported

The domestic industry cannot lose sales if it has no

product to sell.

Accordingly, there is no evidence of material

injury to the domestic industry.
Three enumerated statutory threat criteria are probative with
respect to whether any threatened injury is likely to be material:
Probability that imports will depress or suppress prices

There is no evidence that the degree of substitutability among
subject imports and the like product will increase in the future.
Nor is there evidence that the price effects of subject imports
will

change,

products.
effects

given

the

lack

of

substitutability

between

the

Absent such evidence, a determination that the price
will

cause

future

material

injury

is

analytically

inconsistent with a determination of no present material injury.

40

19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) (F) (ii).
42

Other demonstrable adverse trends
There is no evidence of any other demonstrable adverse trends
to support a conclusion that material injury is threatened.
Actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of .the domestic industry
Petitioner asserts that subject imports are responsible for
its failure to produce refined grade sulfanilic acid.

However,

evidence on the record indicates that petitioner withdrew from
refined grade production prior to the large increase in subject
imports as a result of prohibitively high costs of complying with
environmental laws and regulations.

There is no evidence that

these laws or regulations will change, so there is no likelihood
that

petitioner will

resume

production

of

refined

grade

in

competition with the subject imports.
Therefore, I conclude that any threatened future injury by
reason of subject imports is not material. 41
In determining whether a domestic industry is threatened with
material injury, we are cautioned that our decision "may not be
made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition. 1142

The

evidence must show more than a ••mere possibility" that injury might

41

A finding that the industry "almost" experienced injury
or is "vulnerable" to future injury does not constitute evidence
that any threatened injury will be material. Moreover, the statute
does not direct the Commission to reach a separate legal conclusion
on material injury based on the condition of the industry. Even
so, the record shows that the domestic industry is not "vulnerable"
to future material injury by reason of subject imports.
42

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (ii).
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occur. 43
The

44

remaining

enumerated

statutory

threat

criteria

are

relevant to whether any threat of material injury is real and
whether actual injury is imminent.

Any substantial increase in

u.s. inventories

As a percentage of consumption, U.S. inventories of subject
imports are not substantial. 45

Presence of unused or underutilized capacity in the exporting
country and any rapid increase in u.s. market penetration
In American Spring Wire Corporation v. United States, 590 F.
Supp.

1273

country,

(1984),

and the

excess

capacity existed

exporter estimated only a

exports to the United States.

in the exporting
minor

increase

in

The Court of International Trade

held that "the mere fact of increased capacity does not ipso facto
imply increased exports" and that a

finding that imports will

increase must be based on "positive evidence tending to show an
intention to

increase the

levels

of

importation."

The

Court

concluded that the mere existence of increased capacity does not

43

Alberta Gas Chemicals. Inc. v. United States, 515 F. Supp.
780 (1981).
44

Even had I cumulated imports from India, I would not find
any threat to be "real and imminent." There is no evidence that
the non-price factors discussed above will change in the future.
The magnitude of the projected increase in exports to the United
States is a function of the small, negligible base in 1991.
Furthermore, the projected exports would capture a small market
share, particularly compared to the Chinese market share in 1991.
In this investigation of subject imports from China, any threat
from cumulated imports from India is only a mere possibility.
45

Report at I-29.
44

constitute such positive evidence. 46
Record evidence demonstrates that the extremely high level of
Hungarian capacity utilization for refined grade is projected to
continue in 1992 and 1993.

In addition, the share of Hungarian

exports to the United States did not change significantly during
the period of investigation, and is projected to decline in 1992
and 1993. 47 Accordingly,

Hungarian exports do not constitute a

"real and imminent" threat to the domestic industry.
Chinese capacity for refined grade increased substantially
during the period of investigation.

While capacity utilization

declined in 1991, it remained at a high level.
is projected to decline in 1992 and 1993.

Chinese capacity

Exports to the United

States are projected to decrease substantially in 1992 and 1993. 48
The record contains limited information concerning projected
Chinese

capacity,

capacity

utilization

and

exports

of

salt.

However, that information shows that Chinese capacity utilization
for

salt

is high,

and that the

Chinese home market

for

salt

consumes the vast majority of Chinese salt production. 49
The fact that, in the past, Chinese exporters increased their
capacity and exports to the United States does not constitute
credible evidence that they can and will do so again in the future.
To the contrary, the information on the record projects a decrease
46

590 F. Supp. at 1280.

47

Report at I-37 (table 15) and I-31 (table 12).

48

Report at I-30.

49

Report at I-30 to I-31.
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in both capacity and exports to the United States in 1992 and 1993,
and that Chinese exports to markets other than the United states
will increase.
Based on the above, there is no positive evidence to show any
intention to increase the levels of importation of subject imports
to the United States.

Potential for product shif tinq
The Chinese producers of subject imports do not own or control
production facilities that can be converted to subject imports.
Moreover, if they used existing facilities to produce more refined
grade, the domestic industry would not be injured because it does
not produce refined grade.

There is no evidence that Chinese

producers will increase the output of salt, since salt capacity
utilization is high and home market demand is strong.
Thus, there is no positive evidence that there is a threat of
material injury, much less that such a threat is real and that
actual

injury

is

imminent.

Lacking

the

requisite

positive

evidence, the legal standard for a determination that an industry
is threatened with material injury has not been met.
:CV.

CONCLUSION

Based on my overall evaluation of the record, the volume of
subject imports, the effect of subject imports on domestic prices
and the impact of subject imports on the domestic industry,

I

conclude that there is no material injury or threat of material
injury by reason of LTFV imports of sulfanilic acid.
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I-1

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION

I-3
INTRODUCTION 1
Institution
Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate2 from China are being,
or are likely to be, sold in the United States at less .than fair value (LTFV)
(57 F.R. 9409, March 18, 1992), 3 the U.S. International Trade Commission,
effective March 18, 1992, instituted investigation No. 731-TA-538 (Final)
under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § l673d(b)) to
determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such
merchandise. Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and
of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was posted in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and published in the Federal Register on April 15, 1992 (57 F.R. 13118). The
hearing was held in Washington, DC, on June 30, 1992. 4
Commerce's final LTFV determination was made on June 26, 1992. The
applicable statute directs that the Commission make its final injury
determination within 45 days after the final determination by Commerce.
Background
This investigation results from a petition filed by R-M Industries, Inc.
(R-M), Fort Mill, SC, on October 3, 1991, alleging that an industry in the
United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by
reason of LTFV imports of sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate from China.
In response to that petition the Commission instituted investigation No.
731-TA-538 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on November 18, 1991, determined that there was a
reasonable indication of such material injury or threat of material injury. 5
1

A summary of data collected in the investigation is presented as an
attachment to this report.
2 The products covered by this investigation are all grades of sulfanilic
acid, which include technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, refined (or
purified) sulfanilic acid, and sodium salt of sulfanilic acid (sodium
sulfanilate). Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate are provided for in
subheadings 2921.42.24 and 2921.42.75 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTS). (Sodium sulfanilate was previously classified in HTS
subheading 2921.42.70; the new subheading designation became effective on July
2, 1992, pursuant to Pres. Proc. 6446, published in the Federal Register on
June 17, 1992.)
3 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A.
4 A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presented in app. B.
5 Acting Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioner Lodwick found a reasonable
indication of material injury, and Commissioners Rohr and Newquist found a
reasonable indication of threat of material injury. (Commissioner Lodwick
left the Commission in December 1991.)

I-4
Concurrent Commission Investigations Concerning Sulfanilic Acid
Concurrent with this final investigation, R-M filed a petition on May 8,
1992, alleging that an industry in the United States is being materially
injured and is threatened with further material injury by reason of imports
from the Republic of Hungary (Hungary) and India of sulfanilic acid and sodium
sulfanilate that are alleged to be subsidized by the .Government of India and
to be sold in the United States at LTFV. Accordingly, effective May 8, 1992,
the Commission instituted investigations Nos. 701-TA-318 and 731-TA-560 and
561 (Preliminary). 6 A conference was held on May 29, 1992, and on June 22,
1992, the Commission determined that there is a reasonable indication that an
industry in the United States is threatened with material injury by reason of
the alleged LTFV imports from Hungary and India and by reason of the alleged
subsidized imports from India. 7 Because the Commission has made preliminary
affirmative determinations with respect to Hungary and India, imports from
these countries are considered "subject to investigation" and are discussed in
this report.
THE PRODUCT
Product Description
Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate8 are gray-white to white
crystalline solids. All grades of sulfanilic acid (also called 4aminobenzenesulfonic acid) and its monosodium salt, sodium sulfanilate (4aminobenzenesulfonic acid, monosodium salt) imported from China, Hungary, and
India are subject to this and the above-mentioned investigations. Sulfanilic
acid is assigned the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) registry number CAS 12157-3, while the sodium salt is assigned the number CAS 515-74-2. According to
R-M, sulfanilic acid is produced in two grades, namely, technical (or crude)
sulfanilic acid, and refined (or pure) grade. On the other hand, sodium
sulfanilate is produced and sold in only one grade. There appear to be no
universally defined grade distinctions for either the acid or its monosodium
salt, except for a third grade specified by the American Chemical Society
(ACS), reagent grade. Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate are used to
produce synthetic dyes (including food colorants) and optical brightening
agents, and are used in concrete additives.

6

57 F.R. 20711, May 14, 1992. The products covered by the investigations
on Hungary and India are the same as those in the investigation on China.
7 57 F.R. 29332, July 1, 1992.
Commissioner Crawford did not participate
in the vote. Commissioner Brunsdale dissented with respect to India and found
material injury with respect to imports from Hungary.
8 These products are often collectively referred to in the industry and in
this report as "sulfanilic acid."

I-5
Manufacturing Processes
The chemistry for producing sulfanilic acid and its monosodium salt is
similar for all U.S., Chinese, and Indian producers and is commonly called the
"baking process" (see figure 1). 9 The synthesis of sulfanilic acid is
accomplished by first combining aniline with sulfuric acid in equimolar
quantities. 10 This results immediately in the formation of the sulfuric acid
salt of aniline, aniline hydrogen sulfate. The aniline hydrogen sulfate is
then heated (or "baked") to convert it to crude sulfanilic acid, which is
purified by neutralizing the acid with an inorganic base, such as sodium
hydroxide (caustic soda) or sodium carbonate, to form sodium sulfanilate,
which is soluble in water. The aqueous sodium sulfanilate solution can then
be filtered to remove any particulate impurities and either dried to isolate
the sodium sulfanilate, or made acid with additional sulfuric acid to
precipitate a purified form of sulfanilic acid.
The petitioner conducts the synthesis of crude sulfanilic acid***·
These controlled reaction conditions yield a technical grade of sulfanilic
acid containing approximately 0.5 percent residual aniline and 0.5 percent
alkali insoluble matter. ***
To further purify the acid to meet customer specifications, the
technical-grade material is converted into the sodium salt by the addition of
aqueous sodium hydroxide. The solution, 30 percent by weight sodium
sulfanilate, is heated to 60°C and filtered to remove the insoluble materials.
The hot solution is then treated with activated charcoal (carbon), which
absorbs a large portion of the remaining aniline and other undesirable organic
contaminants. 11 The aqueous solution is then either loaded into tank trucks
for delivery to customers, or dried and packaged as a free-flowing powder into
packages containing 60 pounds equivalent weight of sulfanilic acid as the
sodium salt. According to the petitioner, the only other U.S. producer of
sulfanilic acid, Hilton Davis Co., has used a process similar to the
petitioner's in order to minimize the risk of exposing production workers to
the hazards associated with aniline and sulfuric acid.
The petitioner suggests that the Chinese and Indian producers use the
more traditional process of mixing the two reactants (aniline and sulfuric
acid) together in an open vessel, then pouring the paste into metal pans that

9

H.E. Fierz-David and L. Blangey, Fundamental Processes of Dye Chemistry,
(New York: Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1949), pp. 126-128. The Hungarians
have reportedly patented a different production process that does not involve
baking. (Transcript of the conference on Hungary and India (Conference
transcript II), pp. 114-115).
10 Addition in "equimolar" quantities refers to the practice of adjusting
the weights of each chemical added such that a one-to-one ratio of molecules
is maintained in the reaction mixture.
11 The removal of aniline is a necessary step for certain end uses of
sulfanilic acid and its monosodium salt, particularly in the production of
dyes and optical brighteners. The presence of aniline in the dyes and
brighteners production processes leads to off-colored material which cannot be
sold.
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Figure 1
Sulfanilic acid: Flow diagram for the production of technical sulfanilic
acid, sodium sulfanilate, and refined sulfanilic acid
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are transferred. to an oven. 12 After heating, the solid sulfanilic acid chunks
are broken into smaller pieces using manual labor, and then pulverized into a
powder form. Because of the ***· The imported sodium salt is produced by a
process similar to the petitioner's. ***. 13
The following is a description of the production process used in Hungary
for the manufacture of sulfanilic acid: "The aniline and sulfuric acid are
reacted by a solvent agent under pressure. After having formed the arised
sulphanylic acid to a salt which is readily soluble in water it will be made
free of solvents and aniline and then cleaned by active carbon clarification.
The sulphanylic acid will be precipitated by mineral acid, it will be
centrifuged, dried and packed." 14
Uses
Sulf anilic acid is used in the production of optical brighteners and
synthetic organic dyes (including Food, Drug, and Cosmetic (FD&C) colorants),
and to produce a certain concrete additive. The particular purity, chemical
form, and physical form preferred depend on the end user's process. In most
cases, the source of sulfanilic acid used for the production of synthetic
organic dyes and optical brighteners must be refined material (either sodium
sulfanilate or refined sulfanilic acid), generally meeting or exceeding the
end user's specifications with respect to the nature and amount of contained
impurities. Technical grade sulfanilic acid is used principally as a raw
material to produce sodium sulfanilate and in the production of certain
specialty synthetic organic dyes and a chemical used for special concretes.
Sulfanilic acid provides a unique portion of the molecular structure of
FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6, certain optical brighteners, and specialty azo dyes
and, therefore, has no chemical substitutes. The singular molecular identity
of a chemical accounts for the physical properties associated with that
chemical, particularly, in the case of dyes, their color (or chromophoric)
properties. All respondents to Commission questionnaires for the
investigations responded that there were no other chemical substitutes for
sulfanilic acid for their respective end-use applications.

12

Fundamental Process of Dye Chemistry, pp. 126-128. The Chinese
respondents agreed that this is an adequate description of their process. The
Indian producers have not commented.
13 According to the Chinese respondents, ***·
The respondents claim that
this process eliminates the large volume of waste water created when the
technical grade of the acid is converted to the sodiwn salt solution,
filtered, and then precipitated out of solution by the addition of sulfuric
acid. (Respondents' posthearing brief, p. 8.)
14 Petition on Hungary and India, Attachment F, p. 3 (quote from a May 24,
1990, petition filed by the Embassy of the Republic of Hungary with the Office
of the United States Trade Representative, General System of Preferences (GSP)
Subcommittee, requesting GSP treatment for refined grade sulfanilic acid).
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Optical Brighteners
Optical brighteners, particularly paper brighteners, constitute the
largest single end use for refined sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate
(estimated to be over 55 percent of total annual U.S. consumption). Also
known as fluorescent whitening agents (FYAs) or fluorescent brightening
agents, optical brighteners are synthetic or.ganic.chemicals used to compensate
optically for the yellow cast obtained when white textiles or paper are
bleached to remove colored impurities.is Optical brighteners are also used to
enhance the whiteness of plastics and paints, and as detergent additives. The
largest producers of optical brighteners are Ciba-Geigy Corp., Sandoz
Chemicals Corp., and Miles, Inc. (formerly Mobay Corp.). Commission records
indicate that there were a total of four domestic producers of FYAs in 1990. 16
Food Colorants
Approximately one-fourth to one-third of U.S. consumption of all refined
sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate combined is used to produce two FD&C
colorants--namely tartrazine, or FD&C Yellow No. 5 (CAS 12225-21-7), and
sunset yellow, or FD&C Yellow No. 6 (CAS 15790-07-5). 17 Commission records
show that there was one producer of FD&C Yellow No. 5, and three producers of
FD&C Yellow No. 6, in 1990. 18 FD&C Yellow No. 5 was manufactured by WarnerJenkinson Co. FD&C Yellow No. 6 was produced by the Crompton and Knowles
Corp.,***• and Warner-Jenkinson. Of the firms producing these two colorants,
only ***
FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6 are approved for use in gelatin desserts, ice
cream and frozen desserts, carbonated beverages, dry powdered drinks, candy
and confectionery products that are oil- and fat-free, bakery products and
cereals, and puddings. 19 FD&C Yellow No. 5 is approved for ingested use
only,w whereas FD&C Yellow No. 6 has no use restrictions. 21

15

Kirk-Othmer, Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 3d ed., vol. 4, 1978,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1978).
16
Synthetic Organic Chemicals. United States Production and Sales. 1990,
USITC publication 2470, Dec. 1991.
17
Daniel M. Marmion, Handbook of U.S. Colorants for Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1979), pp. 56-57.
18 Synthetic Organic Chemicals. United States Production and Sales. 1990.
19 Kirk-Othmer, Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 3d ed., vol. 6, 1978,
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978).
w In 21 C.F.R. § 201.20 (1991), labels for over-the-counter and
prescription drug products intended for human use containing FD&C Yellow No. 5
must bear a statement such as: "Contains FD&C Yellow No. 5 (tartrazine) as a
color additive." In addition, in the case of prescription drugs for human
use, the label shall carry the warning that FD&C Yellow No. 5 may cause
allergic-type reactions (including bronchial asthma) in certain susceptible
persons. Labels for over-the-counter and prescription drug products intended
for human use containing FD&C Yellow No. 6 must list the presence of this
chemical as a color additive.
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Specialty Synthetic Organic Dyes
Refined sulfanilic acid or its monosodium salt are the basis for a large
number of azo dyes; the technical grade is also used in some applications.
Azo dyes have no similar analogs among natural coloring matter. 22 These dyes
are adaptable to a wider variety of applications than any other dye group,
including uses with all natural and synthetic £ibers.n
Concrete Additives
Crude or technical grade sulfanilic acid is used to produce a chemical
which, when added to specialty concretes, reduces the amount of water
required. This lighter material is used in the construction of high-rise
buildings. Although refined sulfanilic acid could be used in this
application, cost factors favor the technical-grade material. This end use
for sulfanilic acid is probably the smallest market for this chemical,
although this market has been growing in recent years.
Interchangeability Among the Three Grades of Sulfanilic Acid
The Commission has received mixed views on the issue of
interchangeability among technical sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid,
and sodium sulfanilate. Most agree that the technical grade has limited
applications;~ its high level of impurities makes it impractical to use in
the production of food colors, optical brighteners, or most specialty dyes. 25
Although *** has the equipment to further refine this grade and then use it in
21

( ••• continued)
However, no colorant is certified for use in the area of the eye. In
addition, no color additive is certified for use in injectable drugs or
surgical sutures unless specifically stated for such use.
22 K. Venkataraman, Synthetic Dyes, vol. I, (New York:
Academic Press,
Inc., 1982), p. 409.
n Synthetic Dyes, p. 410.
~ The technical grade is primarily used as a concrete additive, though
some manufacturers also reported using it for certain types of dye. The
refined grade sulfanilic acid can be substituted for the technical, but cost
generally precludes this option.
~ There are some exceptions to this, however.
Sandoz distinguishes
sulfanilic acid between the free acid (which includes both technical and
refined grades) and the salt (which includes just the sodium sulfanilate).
Sandoz prefers to use the free acid in its production process and usually
looks for the refined grade. However, a high quality of the technical grade
(such as that produced by ICI in France) can sometimes be used. Further,
Warner-Jenkinson formerly used large quantities of the technical grade for
food color production, but had to severely curtail such use in 1989 in
response to the new FDA regulations that required lower levels of impurities.
The company is sometimes able to use a high quality, "hand-picked" batch of
technical, but this is rare. Recently it attempted to use some ***·
(Conference transcript II, pp. 87, 127, and 154-157; field visit to WarnerJenkinson, May 6, 1992.)
21
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its downstream _products, most companies do not have this capability. The
larger question is the interchangeability between the refined grade and the
sodium salt, both of which have been purified beyond the technical grade. The
petitioner has testified that, although R-M does not manufacture refined grade
sulfanilic acid, the company's sodium salt is a purified product and should be
acceptable to any customer who uses refined acid. 26 R-M also notes that the
primary use for sulfanilic acid is in the production of optical brighteners,
and this reaction process almost always begins with an alkaline solution. 27
On the other hand, the production of food colors requires an acid solution for
the first stage of the reaction process, but this does not preclude the use of
the sodium salt; all that is required is a pH adjustment to change the sodium
sulfanilate to sulfanilic acid. 28 The petitioner states that, regardless of
the downstream product, it is no hardship for companies to switch between the
sodium sulfanilate and the refined grade sulfanilic acid, especially when one
considers that all the manufacturers are well-versed in the use of these
chemicals. 29 On the issue of purity, R-M has testified that domestically
produced sodium sulfanilate meets the specification requirements of all U.S.
purchasers of sulfanilic acid. 30
Several domestic purchasers of sulfanilic acid agree with the
petitioner. ***. 31 Spokesmen for *** stated that their firm also considers
the refined acid and its sodium salt as interchangeable raw materials,
although it does have a preference for sodium sulfanilate. 32 ***. 33
On the other side of the argument, some purchasers contend that the
different grades of sulfanilic acid are not interchangeable, and that the
refined grade is the product of choice. Warner-Jenkinson, one of the largest
domestic manufacturers of food colors, testified that sodium sulfanilate is
not an acceptable raw material in its production process for four basic
reasons: (1) the stringent regulations of the FDA concerning permissible
levels of impurities essentially mandate the use of the purest grade of
sulfanilic acid available;~ (2) the volume added to the tank by the addition
26

However, R-M did acknowledge that different consumers usually prefer one
grade over another. (Conference transcript II, pp. 9 and 26.)
27 Manufacturers of optical brighteners can also use the refined grade, but
the petitioner suggests that the acid must be converted to a salt before the
reaction process can begin.
28 The pH can be adjusted through the addition of sulfuric acid or
hydrochloric acid. Sulfuric acid is a component in the manufacturing of food
dyes anyway, so companies have the product on hand. ***
29 For additional information on the question of interchangeability from
the petitioner's standpoint, see R-M's postconference brief (investigation on
China), pp. 14-16 and 22-24.
30 Purchasers specify maximum acceptable levels of impurities, such as ***
(Petition on Hungary and India, Attachment E.)
31
32
33

***
***
***

~ Prior to the late 1980s, the levels of aniline/amines that could be
present in food dyes were not highly monitored. In 1985 and 1986 the FDA
(continued ... )
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of sulfuric acid reduces the batch size by approximately 10 to 15 percent and
decreases overall efficiency in production; 35 (3) the use of salt generates
sodium sulfates, which are an unnecessary waste product; and (4) the presence
of additional salt in the production process requires increased purification
time. Another purchaser, Sandoz, also states that the different grades of
sulfanilic acid are not interchangeable. Sandoz is a large producer of
optical brighteners, but the company's .purchasing.manager testified that its
manufacturing reaction process does not begin with the salt. Although the
purity level of the sodium sulfanilate is marginally acceptable, the
facilities at the Sandoz plant are not set up to use the product. 36 A
production specialist for Sandoz testified that the use of sodium salt makes
the chemicals react at a faster pace and makes the final product inconsistent
and unstable. 37 Two importers, Gallard-Schlesinger and Nu-Tech Chemical
Industries, stated that their customers prefer the refined grade and have
suggested to them that the products are not interchangeable.
The information provided by the industry representatives shows that the
refined acid and its monosodium salt have, to a significant degree, been used
interchangeably by the domestic industry. Although a particular consumer may
have a material preference in deciding which form of the chemical to purchase,
if supply disruptions occur, the refined acid can be substituted for the salt
and vice versa in all major end-use applications. However, some consumers
have expressed concern regarding the ability of production lines to
efficiently accommodate different products, and the ability of the sodium salt
to consistently meet growing quality requirements.

~( ... continued)
changed its regulations on FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6, respectively.
Permissible levels of aniline were reduced in these dyes to 100 and 250 parts
per billion, respectively. Although the sodium salt can meet these
requirements, Warner-Jenkinson complained that the purity level of the salt
fluctuates too much and has caused batches of food color to be rejected. A
spot sample must be sent to the FDA for every batch of dye Warner-Jenkinson
manufactures. (Conference transcript II, pp. 86-89, and field visit to
Warner-Jenkinson, May 6, 1992.)
35 Conference transcript II, p. 89.
Warner-Jenkinson admitted that the
***
(Field visit to Warner-Jenkinson, May 6, 1992.)
36 Don Voigt, purchasing manager for Sandoz, pointed out that a time factor
had to be considered when looking at the company's use of different grades of
sulfanilic acid. Although sodium salt has been used in the past to
manufacture optical brighteners, the company has been able to produce a higher
quality product when using the refined grade, and now customers expect that.
Secondly, the machinery at the Sandoz plant in Fair Lawn, NJ, is able to
accommodate the sodium salt, ***· All production of optical brighteners will
be transferred to the plant in South Carolina where sodium salt has never been
used and could not be accommodated by the equipment there. Mr. Voigt also
stated that if his firm could use the sodium sulfanilate it would do so
instead of paying more (i.e., $***per pound) for the refined grade.
(Conference transcript II, pp. 103-105 and 130-131.)
37 Conference transcript II, pp. 104-105 and 159-161.
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Like Product Positions
R-M argues that technical sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, and
sodium sulfanilate are "like products" because the physical characteristics
are similar38 and are all used in the production of optical brighteners, food
colors, specialty dyes, and concrete additives; 39 they are interchangeable;
the channels of distribution are the same; ...there .are common manufacturing
facilities and employees; and producer and customer perceptions are the
same. 40 Insofar as the "domestic industry" is concerned, petitioner states
that because technical sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, and sodium
sulfanilate constitute the like product, the domestic industry consists of the
producers of the same. Counsel for the Chinese respondents in the final
investigation has not contested the petitioner's proposed definitions of the
like product and domestic industry. 41 Counsel for the respondents in the
preliminary investigations on Hungary and India similarly did not challenge
the petitioner's proposed definitions.
U.S. Tariff Treatment
As of February 1980, all U.S. imports from China have been eligible for
entry under the rates of duty afforded to products of most-favored-nation
(MFN) status countries. During part of the period covered by these
investigations, such products from both Hungary42 and India43 were eligible for

38

They all provide the same molecular entity in the synthesis of the
downstream products.
39 All of R-M's major customers have used all forms of sulfanilic acid for
a given application. (Petitioner's postconference brief (investigation on
China), pp. 3-4.) These customers are***·
4 For a more detailed discussion of "like product" see pp. 8-19 of the
petition on China, pp. 8-15 of the transcript of the conference on China
(Conference transcript I), pp. 3-5 of petitioner's postconference brief
(investigation on China), and pp. 12-22 of the petition on Hungary and India.
41 Prehearing brief (investigation on China), p. 6.
42 On May 24, 1990, the Embassy of the Republic of Hungary submitted a
petition requesting duty-free entry of Hungarian sulfanilic acid to the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), GSP Subcommittee. GSP status for the
importation of refined sulfanilic acid was granted on July 1, 1991. On Mar.
27, 1992, R-M Industries filed a petition with the GSP subcommittee requesting
that there be an immediate review of GSP status for sulfanilic acid. The
petition stated that GSP eligibility for sulfanilic acid was resulting in a
loss of business to the domestic industry. In addition, Congressman Spratt of
South Carolina introduced a bill (H.R. 4219) in February 1992 which would add
sulfanilic acid to the list of import-sensitive articles that may not be
designated as articles eligible for duty-free entry.
43 On Apr. 29, 1992, the President suspended the duty-free entry afforded
under GSP to certain articles imported from India (57 F.R. 19067). Included
in the suspension list was HTS subheading 2921.42.24, covering sulfanilic
acid.

°
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duty-free entry under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) (see
appendix C for an explanation of tariff and trade agreement terms).
With the implementation of the HTS in 1989, all forms of sulfanilic acid
and its monosodium salt were classified in subheading 2921.42.50, a residual
(basket) provision for derivatives of anilines and their salts. On May 1,
1991, pursuant to Presidential Proclamation 6282 (to.modify duty-free
treatment under the GSP), metanilic acid and sulfanilic acid were provided for
separately under new HTS subheading 2921.42.24, with a column 1-general rate
of duty of 2.4 cents per kilogram plus 18.8 percent ad valorem (20 percent ad
valorem equivalent in 1991). Imports of sulfanilic acid are eligible for
duty-free entry under the GSP, the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act
(CBERA), and the United States-Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act of
1985 (IFTA). The column 2 rate of duty is 15.4 cents per kilogram plus 60
percent ad valorem, and the 1992 Canada Free-Trade Agreement (CFTA) rate is
0.4 cent per kilogram plus 3.7 percent ad valorem. Where eligibility for
special tariff rates is not claimed and established, goods are dutiable at
general rates.
Sodium sulfanilate is classified in HTS subheading 2921.42.75, with
other aniline derivatives and their salts. The column 1-general, column 2,
and CFTA rates of duty are the same as those for HTS subheading 2921.42.24.
However, imports classified in this subheading are not eligible for duty-free
entry under the GSP; duty-free entry is provided under the CBERA and the IFTA.

NATURE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT LTFV
On July 6, 1992, Commerce published in the Federal Register (57 F.R.
29705) its final determination that sulfanilic acid from China is being, or is
likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV. Commerce did not, however,
find the "massive" imports required to confirm the "critical circumstances"
alleged by the petitioner.
Commerce's investigation involved China National Chemicals Import &
Export Corporation (Sinochem), Hebei Branch. During the period May 1, 1991,
through October 31, 1991, Commerce compared the United States price of
sulfanilic acid to the foreign market value (FMV) of the Chinese product.
Because China continues to be classified as a state-controlled economy under
section 773(a) of the Act, Commerce determined FMV by valuing the factors of
production for the subject merchandise in the surrogate, market-driven economy
countries of India and Pakistan. 44
44

The respondents claimed that sulfanilic acid is a market-oriented
industry (MOI) since all of its factors of production were purchased at
market-determined prices during the period of investigation. Based on this
assertion, the respondents felt that Chinese prices for the factors of
production should have been used to determine foreign market value. However,
one of the primary components of sulfanilic acid is aniline, which is a
derivative of crude petroleum. Because crude petroleum is a category one
product controlled by the Chinese Government, Commerce determined that
(continued ... )
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Sinochem, the only party that responded to Commerce's questionnaires,
received a company-specific dumping margin of 19.14 percent. Commerce
established this rate based on Sinochem's sales of *** metric tons of
sulfanilic acid valued at *** during the period of investigation. ***
All
other exporters are subject to a dumping margin of 85.2 percent, which is
based on the best information available.
U.S. MARKET
Apparent U.S. Consumption
Data on apparent U.S. consumption of sulfanilic acid were compiled from
information submitted in response to Commission questionnaires. These data,
presented in table l, are composed of the sum of U.S. shipments of U.S.
producers and importers (see appendix table D-1 for U.S. consumption by
grade).
Total reported apparent U.S. consumption of sulfanilic acid, by
quantity, increased by 48.2 percent between 1989 and 1991, then decreased by
20.0 percent between first quarter 1991 and first quarter 1992. Consumption
of each of the grades increased over the period of investigation, but the
figures for the refined grade fell in 1991, as the decrease in imports from a
large source of this product, Japan, 45 overshadowed the rise in imports from
China. Basic GNP expansion was the reason cited most frequently by purchasers
for the overall increase in demand for this product. 46 Two purchasers,
Warner-Jenkinson and***• suggested that demand in their own firms would be
growing in upcoming months. 47 In terms of value, total reported apparent U.S.
consumption increased by 30.5 percent in 1990 and by 21.4 percent in 1991,
then decreased by 16.9 percent in interim 1992.

~( ... continued)
significant material inputs for sulfanilic acid may not be purchased at
market-driven prices and that the sulfanilic acid industry could not be
considered an MO!.
~ Japan began withdrawing from the market in late 1990 as a result of
changing trends in the market for sulfa drugs (Japanese sulfanilic acid is a
byproduct of the manufacture of certain sulfa drugs).
46 The use of technical sulfanilic acid in concrete additives has been
growing (technical sulfanilic acid is used to make another chemical that
reduces the amount of water that is needed in the concrete so that it is more
pumpable). However, both Sandoz and R-M Industries testified that this
application for the product is much more popular in Europe than in the United
States.
47 Warner-Jenkinson testified that it had plans to purchase several nonU. S. companies involved in dye production and would move the manufacturing
side of the businesses to St. Louis, MO. This is expected to increase the
company's demand for the refined grade of sulfanilic acid. (Conference
transcript II, pp. 132-133.) ***
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Table 1
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, 1 1989-91, January-March 1991, and
January-March 1992
Item

1989

1990

1991

Jan. -Mar. - 1991
1992

Quantity <l .000 pounds 2 )
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
China .
Hungary . .
India . . .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

548

2,881

578

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

749

1,185

3,655

***
***

***
***

***
***

5.334

7.108

7.906

677

2.063

467

1.651

Value3 Cl. 000 dollars)
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
China .
Hungary . .
India . . .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

***

***

***

***
***
***

437

***
***

***

***

2,355

456

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

611

1,036

3,101

***
***

***
***

***
***

4,875

6,364

7,727

548

1,976

414

1,643

1

Nonsubject import shipments are believed to be understated for 1989;
consequently, U.S. consumption for 1989 may be understated by as much as 10 to
15 percent.
2 Weights expressed in this report are in pounds of free acid.
3 F.o.b. U.S. shipping point.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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U.S. Producers
R-M Industries, Inc.
The petitioner, R-M Industries, Inc., is the largest commercial producer
of sulfanilic acid in the United States. R-M is a privately held company
headquartered in Fort Mill, SC; 48 it accounted for *** percent of the
sulfanilic acid manufactured in the United States in 1991. Prior to R-M's
startup of production in May 1984, American Cyanamid Co. had produced
sulfanilic acid for at least 30 years at its facility in Bound Brook, NJ.
American Cyanamid discontinued production of sulfanilic acid in 1982. 49 There
was a period of almost 2 years in which the U.S. industry had no U.S.
supplier. According to the petitioner, a nontraditional import source, Bayer
AG, in Germany, filled the void. Bayer is a producer of sulfanilic acid,
optical brighteners, and specialty dyes. Bayer traditionally produced
sulfanilic acid for its own use but was persuaded by a U.S. purchaser to
supply it with sulfanilic acid. 50
R-M produced refined sulfanilic acid between 1986 and 1989 but then
reported it was discontinuing the product in 1989 because of high
manufacturing costs and because the production process generated large amounts
of contaminated waste water. 51 In the recent petition involving Hungary and
India, R-M stated that production of the refined grade was stopped as a result
of the LTFV imports entering the United States. 52 During the period of the
investigation, R-M has offered sodium sulfanilate to consumers who previously
purchased refined sulfanilic acid. 53 Recently, however, the company has

48

Everlight Chemical Industrial Corp., Taipei, Taiwan, has a 33-percent
ownership in R-M.
49
R-M negotiated with American Cyanamid for almost 3 years to purchase the
equipment necessary to start up production of sulfanilic acid. R-M built a
new building with a foundation specially prepared for the four reactors
purchased from American Cyanamid to produce technical sulfanilic acid.
(Conference transcript I, pp. 47-48.)
~ Conference transcript I, pp. 60-61.
***
51 More than 3 pounds of waste water is generated for every pound of
refined sulfanilic acid produced. The yield from crude sulfanilic acid to
refined is only 77 percent, meaning that the remainder is lost to the
environment (petition on China, pp. 17-18). R-M's environmental concerns were
further affected by the Clean Water Act which went into effect in April 1992.
Prior to the Act, R-M was able to recycle all of its water on the premises;
now, however, the company must ship almost all of its waste water by truck to
Tennessee for decontamination. This has added great expense to the company's
production costs, but it does not affect the manufacture of sulfanilic acid
since the refined grade (the only grade that generated a waste water stream)
has been discontinued. (Conference transcript II, pp. 39-41.)
52 Petition on Hungary and India, pp. 22-23.
53 The Commission asked R-M to list previous customers of refined grade
sulfanilic acid and to report whether or not these purchasers switched in 1989
to R-M's sodium sulfanilate or to imports of the refined grade. R-M reported
that ***
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announced that it will begin production of the refined grade again if
consumers are willing to pay a fair price.~ Because of costs associated with
the new environmental requirements, R-M estimated that its price for refined
grade would range from $1.50 to $1.75 per pound.ss
Sulfanilic acid accounts for slightly over half of R-M's business. R-M
also produces a pre-emergent herbicide and violet pigment .on a contract basis
and is the only U.S. producer of these materials.~
Hilton Davis Co . s1
Hilton Davis Co., which accounted for*** percent of U.S. sulfanilic
acid production in 1991, has produced small quantities of technical sulfanilic
acid mainly for internal consumption at its plant in Cincinnati, OH.s 8 The
company sold between *** and *** percent of its production of technical
sulfanilic acid in 1990 and 1991 to an unrelated end user. Hilton Davis also
***. s9 In January 1992, ***. 60

~ Prior to announcing the company's willingness to resume production of
the refined sulfanilic acid, R-M attempted to produce an "intermediate refined
grade;" the manufacturing process for this product did not create a waste
water stream, and R-M hoped to sell it at a price comparable to that of the
sodium salt. While the company was successful in creating a product with very
low levels of aniline, it had difficulty removing some of the color-imparting
impurities. R-M sent samples of the product to Warner-Jenkinson and Sandoz,
both of which said the impurity level was too high for their production
requirements. (Conference transcript II, pp. 63-64 and 98-99.) R-M has
received no requests for the refined grade following the announcement of its
willingness to resume production.
ss R-M's president initially testified that he would need $1.75 per pound
for the refined grade because the waste water would need to be shipped to
Tennessee for decontamination. At the public hearing on the case, however,
the company's president suggested he could compete at $1.50 per pound for the
refined grade. This new estimate is based on the possibility of having the
waste water treated in nearby Rock Hill, SC, instead of in Tennessee.
(Transcript of the hearing on China (Hearing transcript), pp. 42-44.) R-M's
president had previously testified that if enough U.S. purchasers would buy
the refined grade from his company the price would eventually go down; stable
business would ultimately permit the company to build its own decontamination
facilities on site and would lower the cost of production considerably. (For
a complete discussion of R-M's ability to begin production of the refined
grade, see Conference transcript II, pp. 37-43.)
S6 Conference transcript I, pp. 57-58.
R-M used to produce t-butylcatechol (TBC), but this product was discontinued in the first quarter of
1991. (Telephone conversation with John Dickson, president of R-M, June 9,
1992.)
S1 ***
SB ***
S9 ***
60 ***
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U.S. Purchasers 61
There are approximately 12 significant purchasers of sulfanilic acid in
the United States; 62 the petitioner notes that*** of these purchasers, ***,
account for over two-thirds of total U.S. demand. 63 *** also make significant
purchases. From 1989 to 1991 each of the *** companies listed above purchased
substantial quantities of at least two of the three ~rades of sulfanilic
acid. 64 The tabulation below shows purchases (in thousands of pounds) by the
top three purchasers (see appendix table E-1 for more detail on this issue):65

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The petitioner suggests that this pattern of purchasing different grades
for a particular end use demonstrates the interchangeability of the grades.
Some purchasers agree with this assessment, while others point to questions of
availability as the reason for the fluctuations. Sandoz is the ***.M ***
Warner-Jenkinson has suggested that the refined grade is the company's product
of choice, this was ***· The company testified that the shortage that
occurred in late 1990 and early 1991 (when Japan and then Hungary largely
withdrew from the market) caused it to purchase whatever grade was available
in order to keep the plant operating. 67 Both Sandoz and Warner-Jenkinson have
expressed interest in maintaining several sources of supply, and they cite
this as another reason for purchasing different grades. 68 ***. 69

61

For additional information on purchasers, see the section entitled
"Purchaser Responses." Also see app. E for data regarding U.S. consumers'
purchasing patterns during 1989-91 and purchasers' comments on the issue of
interchangeability among the three grades of sulfanilic acid.
62 ***.
63 Petition on Hungary and India, p. 54.
64 ***·
~ All three purchasers buy from R-M.
In addition, ***·
M The sodium sulfanilate was for use in the New Jersey plant exclusively.
~ ***·
Ken Goldacker, purchasing manager, testified that Hungary's
temporary exit from the market during February-July 1991 forced the company to
buy whatever grade was available to keep the plant in operation. ***
~ Sandoz has also said it made a commitment to purchase some of R-M's
technical grade, but when this product proved unacceptable the company felt
obligated to purchase sodium salt instead of simply cancelling the agreement.
The purchasing manager for Sandoz explained that his company is able to use
the technical grade which is manufactured in France and had thought it might
be able to use R-M's technical as well. (Conference transcript II, pp. 127128.)
69

***
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U.S. Importers
The petitions in these concurrent investigations list four Chinese
agencies and non-Chinese agents and trading companies, one importer of the
Hungarian product, and six importers and/or trading agencies for the Indian
product that the petitioner believes are responsible for the majority of
imports of sulfanilic acid from the subject countries. A review of Customs
documents, however, disclosed over 50 U.S. firms importing under the HTS items
listed in the petitions. 70 The Commission sent questionnaires to 43
importers, including the firms listed in the two petitions. 71
Of the 43 firms who received questionnaires, the Commission received
responses from 42 companies. Twenty-four of those firms indicated that they
did not import the merchandise subject to these investigations.n Eighteen
firms provided usable data on imports of sulfanilic acid.n Eight of these
firms reported importing sulfanilic acid from China during the period of
investigation:~ Sandoz Chemicals, Sinochem (U.S.A.), Goodring International,
Nu-Tech Chemical Industries, and*** imported refined sulfanilic acid; ***; 75
and ***. 76 ***
Two firms, Gallard-Schlesinger Industries and***, reported
imports of refined grade sulfanilic acid from Hungary during 199l;n Sandoz
reported some imports from Hungary in 1989 and early 1992. During 1991 two
firms, ***, reported imports of *** from India, and one firm, ***, reported
imports of*** from India. 78 The remaining firms reported imports of
sulfanilic acid from Japan, France, and the United Kingdom.
In its questionnaire, the Commission asked firms to report future
contracts for importing sulfanilic acid from subject countries after March 31,
1992. ***. 79 Several firms mentioned that they had plans to purchase

70

The HTS items listed in the petitions are basket categories which
include imports of other chemicals; therefore, the Commission could not rely
on official statistics for import data. Many of the firms contacted by
Commission staff reported that they did not import sulfanilic acid.
71
Most of the firms reporting imports of sulfanilic acid are concentrated
in the northeast.
n Many firms reported that although they were not the importer of record,
they did purchase and use imported sulfanilic acid.
n These firms are ***·
~ Almost all of the reported imports from China occurred in 1990 and 1991.
75
In 1991, ***.
u There were no imports of the technical grade from China. The only
reported imports of technical sulfanilic acid were from the United Kingdom and
India.
n Gallard-Schlesinger was responsible for over *** percent of total
imports from Hungary; ***·
78 *** brought in *** percent of total imports from India, while
*** and *** were responsible for *** percent each.
79 One container load is equivalent to 35,000 to 40,000 pounds of product.
The method of packing the container generally accounts for the variance in
overall weight; a container of loosely shipped bags can hold more volume than
a container of palletized bags. ***
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shipments from India but had canceled them as a result of the current
investigations. Bo
The Commission also asked if there had been any changes in the character
of the operations relating to the importation of sulfanilic acid. ***
Other
purchasers reported that R-M had been unable to meet quantity demands and
quality expectations at various times over the past three years, especially
during a change in the company's management in 1990. Finally, several cited
R-M's failure to supply the refined grade since 1989 as their reason for
turning to the importation of sulfanilic acid. 81
Many of the responding importers reported having an affiliation with
foreign producers, usually through direct ownership. Most notably, ***
All
of the imported product from all sources was reportedly either used to
manufacture optical brighteners by the importer of record or resold to firms
that produce optical brighteners, food colors, or dyes.
Channels of Distribution
Domestically produced sulfanilic acid is sold to both distributors and
end users, with the majority going directly to end users that manufacture
optical brighteners, food colors, specialty dyes, and concrete additives.
R-M sells *** percent of its production to end users located within 1,000
miles of its plant; a small portion of the technical grade is shipped to
unrelated distributors. R-M reported in its questionnaire that *** percent of
its sales of sodium sulfanilate were in a liquid form.B 2
Importers of sulfanilic acid from China, Hungary, and India reported
that*** percent of their shipments went to unrelated end users. The only
difference in the manner in which the U.S. consumer receives merchandise from
the U.S. producer and the Chinese, Hungarian, and Indian producers is that the
U.S. product is shipped by domestic trailer, and the subject imports are
shipped by ocean container and then delivered by truck or in container to the
customer. All Chinese and Indian merchandise is packed in 50- to 80-pound
plastic or paper bags. The Hungarian product varies slightly from other

BO ***
Bl Conference transcript II, pp. 92-94 and 158-159.
B2 Shipments in liquid form usually occur within a ***-mile radius of the
plant because shipping costs are almost 3 times greater for the liquid versus
the dry product. The two largest purchasers of the sodium sulfanilate in
aqueous solution are ***· The petitioner testified that customers located
close enough to make transportation costs practical actually prefer the
solution form over the powder form of sodium sulfanilate for three reasons:
(1) it saves the customer the time and trouble of adding liquid to the powder;
(2) it is easier and more efficient to measure out appropriate quantities of
the salt in solution form; and (3) it is more convenient for workers to
handle. (R-M questionnaire response and conference transcript II, pp. 5859). ***
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imports and from the domestic product in its packaging; instead of 50- to 80pound bags, some of the Hungarian product is packaged in "supersacks" of up to
1, 000 pounds . 83

CONSIDERATION OF MATERIAL INJURY
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The information presented in this section of the report is based on the
questionnaire responses of the two firms that represented 100 percent of U.S.
production of sulfanilic acid during the period of investigation.
U.S. Producers' Capacity, Production,
and Capacity Utilization
Data on U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization are
summarized in table 2 (see appendix table D-2 for capacity and production by
grade).M Capacity to produce sulfanilic acid*** by*** from 1989 to 1991,
*** total production capabilities to *** in 1991. 85 The ***
Table 2
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization,
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*
83

*

*

*

*

*

*

Warner-Jenkinson reported that this method of packaging facilitates the
use of sulfanilic acid for two reasons: first, the large bags require less
manpower when being added to a batch and, second, there is less room for human
error in counting out the number of bags necessary for the batch process.
(Conference transcript II, p. 162, and field visit to Warner-Jenkinson, May 6,
1992.) The option of supplying the product in supersacks is available to all
manufacturers; ***·
M To avoid double counting R-M's capacity and production of sulfanilic
acid when technical sulfanilic acid is further processed into sodium
sulfanilate and refined sulfanilic acid, the staff used R-M's reported
capacity and production of technical sulfanilic acid. R-M noted in its
questionnaire response that it takes *** pounds of technical sulfanilic acid
to make 1.0 pound of sodium sulfanilate and *** pounds of sodium sulfanilate
(free-acid basis) to make 1.0 pound of refined grade sulfanilic acid. Hilton
Davis produced***·
85 R-M noted that it had insufficient capacity to meet customers' demands
in the second half of 1990 when orders for sulfanilic acid increased following
Japan's withdrawal from the market. The company was forced to make partial
shipments to some customers, including Warner-Jenkinson and Sandoz. Don Voigt
(Director of Purchasing, Sandoz) also testified that R-M had insufficient
capacity to meet his company's needs for refined grade sulfanilic acid when
R-M was producing this product in 1986-89. (Conference transcript II, pp.
158-159.)
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While uncertainty in the marketplace has prevented R-M from making
further changes in capacity, the company's president testified that technical
capacity could be easily increased to 7.5 million pounds per year with the
addition of two new ball mills in what is currently used as warehouse space.
Capacity for the sodium sulfanilate could also be increased by adapting the
company's production process to employ some of the equipment which was
formerly used for production of the refined.grade. 86
U.S. production*** by almost *** from 1989 to 1990, but ***by nearly
*** between 1990 and 1991. 87 An approximate *** in production occurred in the
interim period. Capacity utilization*** between 1989 and 1990, but has been
*** since then; utilization figures ***between 1990 and 1991, and by *** in
the interim period.
U.S. Producers' U.S. Shipmentsu and Export Shipments
U.S. producers' U.S. and export shipments of sulfanilic acid are
presented in table 3 (see appendix table D-3 for shipments by grade).
Table 3
Sulfanilic acid: Shipments by U.S. producers, by types, 1989-91,
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. Shipments
Domestic producers' total U.S. shipments (domestic shipments and company
transfers) of sulfanilic acid *** from 1989 to 1990 and by *** from 1990 to
1991. Shipments *** in the comparison of the first quarters of 1991 and 1992.
The value of U.S. shipments followed the same pattern, *** in 1990 and *** in
1991. The unit value of U.S. shipments of sulfanilic acid***· Unit value
was *** in January-March 1992. Broken out by grade, shipments of technical

86

The president of R-M testified that a ball mill could be installed
within 6 months (or in 3 months on a rush schedule). (Conference transcript
II, p. 28.) ***
This capacity expansion for the sodium salt would not be
possible or necessary, however, if R-M decides to re-start its production of
refined sulfanilic acid.
87 R-M's production of sulfanilic acid increased in late 1990 and early
1991 when the Japanese, who were a major supplier to the U.S. market,
essentially withdrew.
88 R-M produces refined sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate from its
technical sulfanilic acid. Such consumption of the technical grade occurs as
part of a continuous process and is not considered a company transfer.
Roughly *** of R-M's production of technical sulfanilic acid is used to
produce sodium sulfanilate. Hilton Davis, a small U.S. producer, ***
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sulfanilic acid (excluding company transfers) actually *** over the period of
investigation, while shipments of sodium salt*** significantly.
Export Shipments
R-M *** that exports sulfanilic acid. _Tbe .. company reported exports of
***· Although export shipments ***between 1989 and 1990, *** are visible in
subsequent periods. Exports in 1991 were *** of 1990, and they*** in the
interim periods. R-M explains *** in exports as the direct result of company
efforts to maintain sales despite increasing imports from China, Hungary, and
India. 89 The unit value of export shipments *** in 1990 and 1991 by***,
respectively, but *** in interim 1992.
Total Shipments
Total U.S. producers' shipments of domestically produced sulfanilic acid
(by quantity) ***between 1989 and 1991 and by *** in the interim periods. The
value of total shipments followed the same trend, *** between 1989 and 1991 and
by *** in the interim periods.
U.S. Producers' Inventories
Information on U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories is presented in
table 4 (see appendix table D-4 for inventories by grade). U.S. producers'
end-of-period inventories of sulfanilic acid*** between 1989 and 1991, and by
*** between the first quarter of 1991 and the first quarter of 1992. The ratio
of inventories to total shipments *** in 1989 to *** in 1991 and to *** in the
first quarter of 1992. The ratio of inventories to production followed a
similar trend.
Table 4
Sulfanilic acid: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, 1989-91,
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

89

*

*

*

*

*

*

The petitioner explains that exports were actively solicited when
domestic sales appeared to be in jeopardy. The majority of the 1991 exports
(70 percent) took place in the latter half of the year. (Petition on Hungary
and India, p. 49.) ***
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U.S. Employment, Wages, and Productivity
Data on employment, wages, and productivity are shown in table 5. In
its questionnaire, the Commission requested employment data for all sulfanilic
acid combined, but asked if producers could provide the data separately for
the three types of sulfanilic acid. Both producers reported that the data
could not be provided separately. Hilton Davis' workers are represented by
the International Chemical Workers Union; R-M's workers are not unionized.
Table 5
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing sulfanilic
acid, hours worked, wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and
hourly wages, productivity, and unit production costs, 1989-91, January-March
1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The number of production and related workers was *** throughout the
period of investigation, though a *** is evident in the comparison of interim
1991 and 1992. Hours worked*** by approximately*** between 1989 and 1991.
Total compensation paid to such workers *** between 1989 and 1990 but *** in
1991 and *** in interim 1992.
In its questionnaire, the Commission requested producers to provide
detailed information concerning reductions in the number of production and
related workers producing sulfanilic acid during the period January 1989March 1992, if such reductions involved at least 5 percent of the workforce,
or 50 workers. R-M reported reductions in its workforce on ***; it laid off
two workers *** and*** laid off an additional two workers ***.~ In
addition, R-M reduced the salaried administrative staff by five employees
*** . 91 ***. 92
Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
R-M Industries, representing *** percent of U.S. sulfanilic acid
production in 1991, submitted financial data on the establishment93 in which
sulfanilic acid is produced and on its sulfanilic acid operations. ***
Hilton Davis provided *** income-and-loss data on sulfanilic acid
operations. 94
Data for R-M Industries were verified by the Commission's staff.
~

***·

***
Those laid off included the sales manager for sulfanilic acid and the
company controller. (Petition on Hungary and India, p. 50 and***.)
92 ***
91

93
94

***

***
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Overall Establishment Operations
Income-and-loss data of R-M on its overall establishment operations in
which sulfanilic acid is produced are shown in table 6. Net sales on overall
establishment operations*** percent from$*** in 1989 to $***in 1990, and
*** percent to $*** in 1991. 95 The operating *** was $*** in 1989, $*** in
1990, and $*** in 1991. The operating *** as a share of sales was *** percent
in 1989, ***percent in 1990, and*** percent in 1991. Net sales of $*** for
the 3-month period ended March 31, 1992, were ***percent*** than the net
sales of $*** for the 3-month period ended March 31, 1991. The operating ***
was $*** in the 1992 interim period compared to an operating *** of $*** in
interim 1991. The operating *** margin as a share of sales was *** percent in
interim 1991 and*** percent in interim 1992.
Table 6
Income-and-loss experience of R-M Industries on its overall establishment
operations in which sulfanilic acid is produced, calendar years 1989-91,
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

R-M's overall establishment data for 1989 may not be ***·%
***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*97 98

Financial Condition of R-M Industries
R-M's condensed balance sheets as of December 31, 1990, and December 31,
1991, are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

R-M's current ratio (current assets divided by current liabilities) was
*** in 1990 and *** in 1991. This ratio is a rough indicator of a firm's
ability to service its current obligations. Generally, the higher the current

***
% ***
97 ***
98 Telephone conversation, Oct. 21, 1991.
95
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ratio, the greater the "cushion" between current obligations and a firm's
ability to pay them. ***. 99
Subsequent to 1991, R-M has ***. 100
Operations On Sulfanilic Acid
Income-and-loss data for R-M on sulfanilic acid operations 101 are shown
in table 7. Net sales of sulfanilic acid were*** for 1989 and 1990 and***
to $*** in 1991. The operating *** was $*** in 1989, $*** in 1990, and $***
in 1991. Operating *** margins were *** percent in 1989, *** percent in 1990,
and*** percent in 1991. Net sales for the 3-month interim periods were ***·
The operating *** was $*** in the 1992 interim period compared to an operating
*** of $*** in interim 1991. The operating *** margin as a share of sales was
***percent in interim 1991 and*** percent in interim 1992.
Table 7
Income-and-loss experience of R-M Industries on its operations producing
sulfanilic acid; calendar years 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March
1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The average unit sales value (on a per-pound basis), as shown in table
8, for R-M's sulfanilic acid operations was $*** in 1991 compared to $*** in
1989 and 1990. The quantity sold (***) in 1991 was *** than the *** sold in
both 1989 and 1990. ***
The quantities sold and unit values were similar
for the two interim periods. The operating*** on a per-pound basis for the
interim periods was *** the operating *** for 1991. Cost of goods sold *** on
a unit basis from$*** in 1989 to $*** in 1990, principally due to a***·
Cost of goods sold *** on a unit basis to $*** in 1991, principally due to the
***
Table 8
Income-and-loss experience (on a per-pound basis) of R-M Industries on its
operations producing sulfanilic acid, calendar years 1989-91, January-March
1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A footnote to the preliminary draft of the 1991 audited financial
statements states:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
100 A footnote to the preliminary draft of the 1991 audited financial
statements states:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
101
***
99
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Hilton Davis provided *** financial data for sulfanilic acid ***
produced for ***
Hilton Davis valued its net sales at ***
These data are
shown in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Capital Expenditures
Capital expenditures of R-M for its establishment in which sulfanilic
acid is produced and for sulfanilic acid are shown in table 9.
Table 9
Capital expenditures by R-M Industries on its overall establishment
operations, calendar years 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Investment In Productive Facilities
R-M's investment in productive facilities and annual return on total
assets are presented in table 10 for its overall establishment and sulfanilic
acid operations.
Table 10
Value of assets and return on assets of R-M Industries for its overall
establishment and sulfanilic acid operations, calendar years 1989-91

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Research and Development Expenses
R-M replied in the questionnaire response that research and development
expenses ***. 102
Impact of Imports on Capital and Investment
The Commission requested the U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of sulfanilic acid from China, Hungary,
and/or India on their growth, development and production efforts, investment,
and ability to raise capital (including efforts to develop a derivative or
improved version of their product). Comments from the companies are presented
in appendix F.

102

***.

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an industry __ in the -United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors 103 - (I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the
nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the
Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of
the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,

100 Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or
to final orders under section 706 or 736, are also used
to produce the merchandise under investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports, by
reason of product shifting, if there is an affirmative
determination by the Commission under section 705(b)(l)
or 735(b)(l) with respect to either the raw agricultural
product or the processed agricultural product (but not
both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 104
Subsidies (item (I)) and agricultural products (item (IX)) are not issues
in this investigation; information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and
pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is
presented in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship
Between Imports of the Subject Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury;" and
information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S.
producers' existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented
in appendix F. Available information follows on U.S. inventories of the subject
product (item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the potential for
"product-shifting" (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country
markets.
U.S. Importers' Inventories
According to questionnaire responses, most U.S. importers of sulfanilic
acid from China, Hungary, and India typically do not maintain inventories of the
product. Imported sulfanilic acid is either purchased on consignment for the

104

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7){F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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end user or is imported directly by the end user for consumption in producing
another product. ***
Ability of Foreian Producers to Generate Exports and the Availability of
Export Markets Other Than the United States
The Commission requested that coun~el representing China and Hungary
provide information on the production of sulfanilic acid in the subject
countries. The information requested consisted of production, inventories,
capacity, home-market shipments, and exports to the United States, Europe, Asia,
Latin America, and all other countries for the period of the investigation and
projections for 1992·93. Although no counsel came forward to represent India,
counsel representing the importer Gallard-Schlesinger Industries, Inc., was able
to provide some of the requested data on this country. Telegrams were also sent
to the U.S. Embassies in the countries under investigation seeking information
regarding the respective foreign industries. No applicable information from the
Embassies has been received.
China
Counsel representing China National Chemicals Import & Export Corp., Hebei
Branch (Sinochem), a Chinese exporter, 105 provided information on the Chinese
producers of sulfanilic acid. The data provided include information for the
following plants: ***. 1 ~ Sinochem Hebei is only an exporter and does not
manufacture sulfanilic acid.
China's reported capacity to produce refined sulfanilic acid ***
dramatically during most of the period of investigation, *** by *** percent
between 1989 and 1990 and by*** percent between 1990 and 1991 (table 11). The
interim period, however, shows a*** of*** percent. These *** in capacity are
explained by the ***; the ***, however, is the result of *** . 107 Capacity
utilization has fluctuated, *** percentage points in 1990, *** percentage points
in 1991, then*** percentage points in the comparison of interim periods.
Table 11
Refined sulfanilic acid: Chinese capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-March 1991, January-March 1992, and
projected 1992-93

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IM The Chinese respondent accounts for approximately *** percent of total
Chinese exports of sulfanilic acid. The respondent exports only the refined
grade of sulfanilic acid; another trading company, ***
106 ***
107 ***

Sinochem Hebei is an exporter only and has no sales of sulfanilic acid in
the home market. 108 Exports of sulfanilic acid to the United States have been
*** during most of the period of investigation; shipments were *** over the
previous year by *** percent in 1990 and by *** percent in 1991. A ***-percent
*** in exports to the United States was reported in the first quarter of 1992.
·Projections for calendar years 1992 and 1993 are *** percent from calendar year
1991. 109 China's exports to Europe ***by*** pareent in 1991, but were *** by
*** percent in the comparison of the first quarters of 1991 and 1992. Exports
to Asia *** in 1990 *** but *** considerably in 1991 and *** in the first
quarter of 1992 . 11
China began exporting to *** in 1991, and this was the only
export market that showed *** in the interim 1992 period. Total Chinese exports
of refined sulfanilic acid*** in 1990 and 1991 (by *** and*** percent,
respectively) but *** by *** percent in the comparison of first quarter 1991 to
first quarter 1992.

°

Hungary
Counsel representing the Hungarian producer and exporter of sulf anilic
acid, Nitrokemia and Nitrochem & Co. Ltd., provided information on the country's
production and ·export trends. The respondents are responsible for 100 percent
of Hungarian production and exports of sulfanilic acid.
Hungary's reported capacity to produce sulfanilic acid was unchanged from
1989 to 1990 and rose by*** percent from 1990 to 1991 (table 12). This
increase was the result of improvements to the factory's existing production
line and was made at the request of one of Nitrokemia's largest European
customers. Capacity was down in the first quarter of 1991 while the factory was
closed for improvements to existing equipment. No future expansions are
planned. 111 Capacity utilization has been consistently high since 1989, ranging
from *** to *** percent, as production ***
Table 12
Sulfanilic acid: Hungarian capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-March 1991, January-March 1992, and
projected 1992-93

*
108

*

*

*

*

*

*

***
The respondents in the preliminary investigation on China
testified that China has a growing internal use for sodium sulfanilate as an
additive in the dye, detergent, textile, and paper and optical brightener
industries. (Conference transcript I, pp. 115-116.)
109 The counsel for Sinochem Hebei explains this projected *** as the result
of: ***.
110 ***
111 The managing director of Nitrochem, Laszlo Karpati, testified that his
company expanded its capacity at the request of Ciba-Geigy in Switzerland;
Mr. Karpati reported that increased production resulting from this expansion
will be used to supply traditional European customers. No further expansions
are planned, as this would require the installation of an entirely new
production line. (Conference transcript II, pp. 115-119.)
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The Hungarian producer testified that his facility's production process
for sulfanilic acid is considerably different from that of the domestic
producers and of other manufacturers. Referring to the "baking" technology as
outdated, the Hungarian producer explained that his patented, one-stage
process does not go through the intermediate production steps of creating
either the technical grade or the sodium sulfanilate; by going immediately to
the refined grade, the Hungarians have.apparently discovered how to create a
stable and consistent product, with very low levels of aniline and
impurities. 112 Further, the Hungarian producer explained that his company's
process uses less energy and creates far less waste water than that of other
manufacturers of the product.
Hungarian exports to the United States *** by *** percent in 1990, then
*** by *** percent in 1991. Although the level of exports *** in the
comparison of the interim periods, this is primarily due to the ***· The
Hungarian producer testified that Nitrokemia's exports to the United States
are not projected to increase; the improvement of production facilities in
early 1991 was intended to permit increased sales to Nitrokemia's large and
traditional European customers. 113 Exports to the United States have
consistently accounted for *** percent of total exports. European countries
comprise Nitrokemia's largest market, accounting for *** percent of total
exports. 'When production was *** in the first quarter of 1991 and exports to
the United States ***, sales to Europe were ***· *** and*** have been the
only other markets for the Hungarian product during the past three years, ***·
The Hungarian producer testified that small inventories of the product
(equivalent to less than 5 percent of yearly production) are maintained in
case of an unexpected factory shutdown.
India
Counsel representing Gallard-Schlesinger Industries, Inc., an importer
of sulfanilic acid from***, provided information on the known Indian
producers of sulfanilic acid, ***·
As shown in table 13, India's reported capacity to produce sulfanilic
acid*** from 1989 to 1991 and is projected to ***· Similarly, production***
from 1989 to 1991 and is expected to *** in 1992 and 1993. Capacity
utilization *** from *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991 and is
projected to *** to ***percent in 1993.

112

Conference transcript II, pp. 113-115.
Nitrokemia's representative stated that his company had been approached
by Gallard-Schlesinger (a U.S. importer) and asked to supply additional
sulfanilic acid. In spite of this obvious demand, the Hungarian official
explained that his company's priority continues to be traditional European
customers with whom sales commitments of 3-5 years are typically made. He
testified that Nitrokemia will maintain the business of Warner-Jenkinson for
the prestige it brings to the Hungarian factory; requests for additional U.S.
customers will be turned down. (Conference transcript II, pp. 115-119.)
11 3
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Table 13
Sulfanilic acid: Indian capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91 and projected 1992-93

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

India's shipments to its home market as well as to all major export
markets *** during 1989-91. Exports to the United States *** from *** pounds
in 1989 and 1990 to *** pounds in 1991 and are projected to *** to *** pounds
in 1992 and*** pounds in 1993. As a share of total shipments, home-market
sales *** from *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991 and are projected to
*** in 1992 and 1993. Exports to the United States are expected to *** from
*** during 1989-91 to approximately *** of total shipments in 1992 and 1993.
Exports to third countries *** from more than *** of total shipments in 1989
to more than *** in 1991 but are projected to *** to less than *** in 1992 and
1993.

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE
SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
Table 14 presents data received from the 18 responding importers of
sulfanilic acid, which are believed to account for almost all imports of
sulfanilic acid (see appendix table D-5 for imports by grade). Imports of
sulfanilic acid from the subject countries increased over most of the period
of investigation, climbing by 59 percent in 1990 and by 232 percent in 1991;
however, a decrease of 54 percent was reported in the interim period. Imports
from China climbed by *** percent in 1990 and by 474 percent in 1991; a
comparison of first quarter 1991 to first quarter 1992, however, showed a ***
in imports of *** percent. Only imports from Hungary witnessed *** in every
period of investigation; shipments of the product *** by *** percent in 1990,
by *** percent in 1991, and by *** percent in interim 1992. 114 Imports from
India*** in 1990 and*** by*** percent in 1991; there were ***• however, in
January-March 1992.

u 4 *** the Hungarian factory that produces the subject merchandise was shut
down in the early part of 1991; from February 1991 to June/July 1991 there
were essentially no imports from Hungary.
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Table 14
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. imports, by sources, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and
January-March 1992
1989

Item

1990

1991

Jan, -Mar, - 1991
1992

Quantity Cl 000 pounds)
I

China1
Hungary
India .
Subtotal
Other sources 2
Total . . .

***
***
***
749
***
***

548
***
***
1,192
***
***

3,143
***
***
3,952
***
***

578
***
***
686
***
***

***
***
***
317
***
***

Value3 Cl.000 dollars)
China1
Hungary
India .
Subtotal
Other sources 2
Total

***
***
***
535
***
***

416
***
***
896
***
***

2,221
***
***
2,914
***
***

413
***
***
488
***
***

***
***
***
242
***
***

Unit value (per pound)
China .
Hungary
India .
Average
Other sources
Average .

***
***
***
$0. 71
***
***

$0.76
***
***
.75
***
***

$0.71
***
***
.74
***3
***

$0.71
***
***
. 71
***
***

***
***
***
$0.76
***
***

Share of total quantity (percent)
China
Hungary
India
Subtotal
Other sources 2
Total

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

1 Includes *** pounds of Chinese material valued at $*** that were
transshipped through Hong Kong in 1991.
2 Nonsubject imports are believed to be understated for 1989.
3 Landed, duty-paid at the U.S. port of entry, including ocean freight and
insurance costs, brokerage charges, and import duties.
4 Not applicable.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit
values are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying
both quantity and value information.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.

International Trade Commission.
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The value of imports from the subject countries climbed by 67 percent in
1990 and by 225 percent in 1991; the value of imports was down by 50 percent,
however, in interim 1992. The unit value of subject imports decreased over
the period of investigation in all cases except for ***· The unit value (per
pound) for the Chinese sulfanilic acid started at $*** in 1989; it *** by $***
in 1990, then *** by $*** between 1990 and the first quarter of 1992. The
Hungarian product *** from a unit .value of $*** in 1989 to $*** in JanuaryMarch 1992; it reached its ***• however, of $*** per pound in 1991. India's
unit value started off at $*** in 1990, but *** to $*** in 1991.
There were *** imports of technical sulfanilic acid from China between
1989 and 1992. Imports of Chinese refined sulfanilic acid*** than the
imports of sodium sulfanilate; 1991 imports of the Chinese refined grade were
***of 1989 imports, *** imports of Chinese sodium sulfanilate had***·
Imports from Hungary are only of the refined grade, and the majority of
reported imports from India were ***.us
Reported imports of sulfanilic acid by quantity from all nonsubject
countries *** in 1990 by *** percent, then *** in 1991 and interim 1992 by ***
percent and *** percent, respectively. The main overall source of nonsubject
imports was Japan, which principally manufactured sulfanilic acid as a
byproduct in the production of sulfa drugs; 116 *** firms reported importing the
refined grade of the subject merchandise from this country over the period of
investigation. In mid-1990 the Japanese essentially withdrew from the U.S.
market as a result of changes in the market conditions relating to sulfa
drugs. Imports from Japan fell from *** pounds in 1990 to *** pounds in 1991,
a drop of *** percent. A decline of imports from Japan by *** percent in the
comparison of interim 1991 to interim 1992 shows the country's continued
withdrawal from the U.S. market. It was the disappearance of this source of
refined grade sulfanilic acid in 1991 that opened the door for increased
imports from *** that same year. The only other nonsubject imports have been
shipments of*** grade sulfanilic acid from***·
Sulfanilic acid is produced in Hungary, India, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, and Brazil. At the conference on China, the
petitioner characterized the world market for sulfanilic acid as chaotic.
Foreign sources of sulfanilic acid change from year to year and, therefore,
the supply of sulfanilic acid is unstable. 117 Respondents testified that there
is an adequate supply of sulfanilic acid in the world market today from a
multitude of sources, namely China, Hungary, and India. 118 However, both
purchasers and importers admitted the need to maintain several sources of
supply, given the periodic instability of the product's availability. Some
purchasers testified that an apparent shortage has been created as a result of
the preliminary affirmative LTFV determination on China, and that their
companies are not always able to purchase the grade of choice of sulfanilic

115 Hungarian manufacturers of sulfanilic acid do not produce anything but
the refined grade. India produces all three grades; ***
116 Petition on Hungary and India, p. 46.
in Conference transcript I, pp. 61-62.
118 Conference transcript I, p. 98.
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acid. 119 Warner".'Jenkinson would like to purchase more of the refined grade
(available only through imports) but said importers have been unwilling to
bring in the Chinese material. Sandoz attempted to purchase the refined grade
from Hungary, but the Hungarian producer testified that it had the capacity to
supply only one U.S. customer . 120 Two importers, Gallard-Schlesinger and NuTech Chemicals, testified that they had attempted to bring in more of the
refined grade from India, but that producers xhere were also limited by
capacity . 121
Market Penetration by LTFV Imports from China, Alleged Subsidized
Imports from India, and Alleged LTFV Imports from Hungary and India
Table 15 details the degree of market penetration in terms of the
percentage of total apparent consumption of sulfanilic acid accounted for by
U.S. producers, by imports from the subject countries of China, Hungary, and
India, and by imports from all other sources (see appendix table D-6 for
shares of consumption by grade). Over the period of investigation, the U.S.
producers' share of the quantity of total apparent consumption ***; starting
at*** percent in 1989, the U.S. producers' share ***by approximately***
percentage points in 1990. A slight *** was reported in 1991, and the first
quarter of 1992 showed a *** to *** percent of consumption. In terms of
value, the U.S. producers' share *** from*** percent in 1989 to *** percent
in 1990; from this point on, the U.S. producers' share *** steadily, reaching
*** percent in the first quarter of 1992.
The share of consumption accounted for by imports from subject countries
grew by 32.2 percentage points during 1989-91, reaching 46.2 percent in 1991.
By the first quarter of 1992, however, the share had decreased to 28.3 percent
of total U.S. consumption. The share of value held by imports from subject
countries shows a similar trend, increasing by 27.6 percentage points between
1989 and 1991, then accounting for a lower share of value (25.2 percent) in
January-March 1992. Examined country by country, China is the primary
contributor to the above pattern of growth; imports from this country claimed
*** percent of U.S. consumption in 1989 and 36.4 percent in 1991. *** does
not follow the same pattern; the share of U.S. consumption held by the ***
product *** during the period of investigation. ***'s share of U.S.
consumption is ***, reaching*** percent in 1991. The share of consumption
claimed by nonsubject imports *** by *** percentage points from 1989 to 1990,
then *** considerably, from*** percent in 1990 to *** percent in 1991. As
119

Conversations with***· The preliminary LTFV determination on China was
effective on Mar. 18, 1992. (See 57 F.R. 9409, Mar. 18, 1992.)
12° Although the Hungarian manufacturer, Nitrokemia, shut down production
during February-June 1991 to "intensify" its production capabilities, the firm
testified that increased production had been promised to one of its largest
customers, Ciba-Geigy in Switzerland. Reportedly, the only U.S. company
supplied by the Hungarians is Warner-Jenkinson. Gallard-Schlesinger, U.S.
importer of the Hungarian product, testified that it had requested additional
imports from Nitrokemia but had been turned down by the company for reasons of
inadequate supply. (Conference transcript II, p. 142.)
121 Conference transcript II, pp. 140-144.
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Table 15
Sulfanilic acid: Shares of apparent U.S. consumption supplied by U.S.
producers and U.S. importers of product from China, Hungary, India, and all
other sources, 1 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992
Item

Producers' U.S. shipments
Importers' U.S. shipments:
China .
Hungary . .
India .
.
Subtotal
Other sources
Total .

Jan. -Mar. - 1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
Share of the quantity of U.S. consumption
(percent)

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

7.7

36.4

28.0

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

16.7

46.2

32.8

28.3

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

6.9

30.5

23.l

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

14.0

Share of the value of U.S. consumption3
(percent)

Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
China
Hungary
India
Subtotal
Other sources
Total

***
***
12.5

***

16.3

40.1

27.7

25.2

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1

Nonsubject import shipments are believed to be understated for 1989;
consequently, U.S. consumption for 1989 may be understated by as much as 10 to
15 percent.
2 Less than 0.05 percent.
3 Based on f .o.b. U.S. shipping point values.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are
computed from the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
mentioned earlier in the report, imports from Japan and Hungary began
declining in late 1990 and early 1991 as both countries decreased exports to
the U.S. market; ***, while Hungary's exit accounts for its *** of consumption
(*** percent) in interim 1991.
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Prices
Marketing Characteristics
Sulfanilic acid is available in three different forms, and prices tend
to vary among these forms. Technical sulfanilic acid is the lowest-priced of
the three because its production costs are l4wer and it-has impurities that
are undesirable for many applications. Sodium sulfanilate has a higher value
and price than the technical sulfanilic acid because it is treated to remove
certain impurities in additional production processes. 122 Finally, refined or
pure sulfanilic acid generally has the highest price because it has higher
production costs and the least impurities. 1D
Before sulfanilic acid is purchased by consumers it must be qualified
for use. According to the petitioner, qualification procedures are a major
part of the purchasing decision. 1 ~ R-M stated that consumers usually visit
R-M's plant and analyze its ability to deliver the product and its overall
manufacturing process.1" Purchasers also consider the environmental and
worker safety conditions of the plant. ***. 126 This process can take anywhere
from a few days to several months. 127
Sulfanilic acid is sold on both a contract and a spot basis. R-M
reported that approximately *** percent of its total sales in 1991 were made
on a contract basis. Similarly, importers reported that *** of their sales
are made using contracts that typically range in length from 3 months to 1
year. 128 Price and quantity are usually negotiated at the end of each year and
are fixed for the duration of the contract. Negotiations for different .
customers are usually held simultaneously; therefore, ***· R-M stated that
its contracts are in the form of a written letter confirming the deal. Prices
are generally determined by the supplier's cost and the availability and price
of competitors' products. R-M stated that its contract price is usually
predicated upon a stable price of the raw materials used as inputs, primarily
aniline. According to R-M, prices of aniline are often subject to
fluctuations; therefore, its agreements to supply sulfanilic acid usually
contain clauses that allow for price modifications corresponding to price
changes for aniline. 129 Contracts often contain standard quantity
122

The price of sodium sulfanilate solution is based on the amount of free
acid that is present. The sodium sulfanilate solution sold by the petitioner
is *** percent salt and*** percent water.
123 Although this material is customarily priced the highest, petitioner
argued that the Chinese are selling refined sulfanilic acid at a price
consistent with that of petitioner's technical sulfanilic acid (Conference
transcript I, p. 16).
124
Conference transcript I, p. 73.
125 R-M reported that it has also begun to look at its raw material
suppliers for qualification programs and statistical proof that the materials
are meeting certain standards (Conference transcript I, p. 73).
126
127

128

***
***
***

u 9 Conference transcript II, pp. 72-73.
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requirements; several suppliers of sulfanilic acid also reported that they
charge price premiums for shipments below a single truckload; these premiums
ranged from *** to *** percent.
Technical and refined sulfanilic acid are priced on a dollar-per-pound
basis, whereas the sodium sulfanilate is sold on a dollar-per-pound-of-free
acid basis. R-M reported that it issues price lists for_its sulfanilic acid,
but no importers reported using price lists for their sales. R-M stated that

***
The petitioner and the importer of the Hungarian product quote prices of
sulfanilic acid on an f.o.b. basis, whereas importers of the Chinese and
Indian product reported that they quote and sell on a delivered basis. 130
Transportation costs account for between 1 and 8 percent of the overall
product cost. 131 R-M and the importers that sell the sulfanilic acid stated
that they do not believe that transportation costs are an important
consideration in their customers• purchasing decisions. However, all
purchasers reported that transportation costs are an important factor in their
purchasing decisions.
Both U.S. producers and importers reported that they can ship to the
entire United States, but the market is generally concentrated in the
Northeast, Southeast, and Midwest, where the large consumers are located.
Sulfanilic acid is packed in bags that are then placed on a pallet and shrinkwrapped with polyethylene film for protection. The typical package contains
around 2,000 pounds of material in bags. The cost of the packaging is
included in the price of the sulfanilic acid but is not a significant portion
of the total cost of the product. 132 133

Price Trends
The Commission requested price and quantity data from U.S. producers and
importers for their sales of sulfanilic acid during the period January 1989March 1992. Prices were requested for the largest quarterly sale of technical

130

Because of these differences, f .o.b. prices are shown for the domestic
and the Hungarian products, and delivered prices are shown for the Chinese and
Indian products. These prices are indexed to display price trends. R-M and
the importers of the Chinese and Indian product estimated delivered and f.o.b.
prices, respectively. Therefore, prices are compared both on an f .o.b. basis
and a delivered basis for China and India. In the case of Hungary, prices are
compared only on an f .o.b. basis.
l3l Sodium sulfanilate in solution form is more costly to transport; R-M
reported that transportation costs of the solution average about *** percent,
while those for the powders average only *** percent. ***
132
133

***

Packaging costs are included in the cost of both the domestic and
imported products. Price tables include packaging costs; staff has not
adjusted these because the packaging costs are not significant and are
included in both domestic and impor.ted prices.
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sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, and sodium sulfanilate.134 R-M
provided data for technical sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate for the
entire period but only reported data for refined sulfanilic acid during the
period January 1989-December 1989. 135 Usable pricing data were received from
*** firms that imported sulfanilic acid from China and then resold the
material; *** reported usable data for sales of Indian product and *** for
Hungarian product . 136 Prices were reported .for _ref~ned sulfanilic acid for
1990 and 1991. *** reported prices for its sales of sodium sulfanilate
imported from China but only for the period***· The products for which
pricing data were received accounted for *** percent of U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, *** percent of domestic shipments of Chinese material, ***
percent of Hungarian, and*** percent of Indian sulfanilic acid in 1991.
Sales of technical grade sulfanilic acid
Prices for domestic technical sulfanilic acid *** during the period ***
(table 16). 137 138 Prices*** percent from the first to the fourth quarter of
1989. These prices fluctuated throughout the remainder of the period and were
*** in January-March 1992 than they were in the same quarter of 1989 . 139
Table 16
Technical grade sulfanilic acid: Net f.o.b. prices, delivered prices, price
indexes, and total quantities of U.S.-produced and Indian product, by
quarters, January 1989-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Only *** reported prices for technical sulfanilic acid imported from
India and *** during the period for which data were requested. The Indian
product was sold for ***

1
~ Prices were requested for sodium sulfanilate sold both in dry and
solution form.
135 R-M ceased production of refined grade sulfanilic acid in late 1989.
136 ***
137 As stated earlier, R-M and the importer of Hungarian material reported
that they quote prices and sell product on an f.o.b. basis, while the other
importers sell on a delivered basis. In addition to the actual f.o.b. and
delivered prices, price indexes are also discussed to gauge changes in both
the imported and domestic prices. R-M did provide delivered pricing
information based on its knowledge of the delivery costs actually paid by its
customers; these prices are used for comparison purposes.
138 No importers reported prices for technical sulfanilic acid imported from
China or Hungary.
139 ***
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Sales of sodium sulfanilate

Prices for domestic sodium sulfanilate powder *** from January-March
1989 to the same quarter of 1991, ***percent during that time (table 17).
These prices ***· Prices *** in the first quarter of 1992; overall, these
domestic prices were *** percent *** in January-March 1992 than in the same
quarter of 1989.
Table 17
Sodium sulfanilate: Net f.o.b. prices, delivered prices, price indexes, and
total quantities of U.S.-produced and Chinese product in solution and powder
form, by quarters, January 1989-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** reported prices for Chinese sodium sulfanilate but only for ***;
these prices *** percent during that time. 140 No prices were reported for
Hungarian or Indian sodium sulfanilate.
R-M was the only supplier to report prices for sodium sulfanilate sold
in solution form. Prices for this product *** from April-June 1989 to JulySeptember 1990, *** percent during that time. These prices *** in the fourth
quarter of 1990 before *** percent in the first quarter of 1991. Prices ***
in 1991 before *** percent in the first quarter of 1992. Overall, R-M's
prices for sodium sulfanilate solution were *** percent *** in January-March
1992 than in April-June 1989.
Sales of refined grade sulfanilic acid

Prices for U.S.-produced refined sulfanilic acid were only reported for
1989 because R-M stopped manufacturing it at the end of 1989 (table 18).
Prices for this product*** from January 1989 to December 1989. ***
Table 18
Refined grade sulfanilic acid: Net f .o.b. prices, delivered prices, price
indexes, and total quantities of U.S.-produced, Chinese, and Hungarian
product, by quarters, January 1989-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Prices for Hungarian refined grade sulfanilic acid*** during 1989, ***
percent in the first quarter of 1990, and*** for the remainder of 1990. 141

140
141

***
These prices represent f. o. b. prices reported by ***

***
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These prices then *** percent in the first quarter of 1991 but then ***
percent in the first quarter of 1992. Overall, prices for Hungarian refined
sulfanilic acid were *** in the first quarter of 1992 than in the same quarter
of 1989.
Delivered prices for Chinese refined sulfanilic acid were reported for
the period October-December 1990 to January.-.March 1992. Prices for this
Chinese product *** from the fourth quarter of 1990 to the first quarter of
1991. These delivered prices *** from January-March 1991 to July-September
1991 and *** through the first quarter of 1992. Overall, these prices were
*** at the end of the period than at the beginning. No prices were reported
for Indian refined grade product.
Price Comparisons
The possibility of price comparisons between domestic and imported
sulfanilic acid was very limited during the period of investigation. The
majority of imports of sulfanilic acid from China and Hungary are the refined
material. Because there were some sales of technical grade from India and
sodium sulfanilate from China, there are some comparisons.
There was only one instance where the domestic and imported technical
grade sulfanilic acid could be compared (table 19). Regardless of whether one
compares prices on a delivered basis or an f.o.b. basis, the Indian product
was lower-priced than the comparable domestic product. 142 Comparing f.o.b.
prices, the Indian product was priced*** percent below the domestic product
in***; using delivered prices, the Indian product was priced*** percent
below the domestic product during that quarter.
Table 19
Margins of underselling for sales of technical grade sulfanilic acid, sodium
sulfanilate, and refined grade sulfanilic acid, by quarters, January 1989March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There were some imports of sodium sulfanilate from China during the
period of investigation; however, as stated earlier, ***· Prices for the
Chinese product were*** lower than those for the domestic product. 143

As stated earlier, R-M and the importer of the Hungarian material sell
their products on an f .o.b. basis, whereas the other importers sell on a
delivered basis. R-M provided estimates of its delivered prices, and the
importers of Chinese and Indian material estimated their f .o.b. prices;
therefore, comparisons are made on both bases.
143 ***
142
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In the refined grade market, sulfanilic acid was not imported from China
until 1990. R-M, the only U.S. producer of refined sulfanilic acid, stopped
producing and selling refined material in 1989. Therefore, there is no
overlap between sales of domestic and Chinese refined sulfanilic acid.
There
were four quarters in which comparisons could be made between the domestic and
Hungarian material. As table 19 indicates, the Hungarian product was priced
below the domestic product in all four ~uarters where comparisons were
possible, with margins ranging from*** to *** percent. 144
Purchaser Responses
The Commission sent questionnaires to 17 firms believed to be purchasers
of domestic and Chinese sulfanilic acid in the United States; 12 responses
were received, with 10 providing usable data. 145 During January 1989-March
1992, these firms purchased all three grades of sulfanilic acid and used them
in the production of dyes and brighteners. These firms accounted for 95.5
percent of U.S. shipments and 88.9 percent of shipments of Chinese sulfanilic
acid during 1991. 1 ~ Information obtained from these purchasers is sununarized
below. 147
Because many of these firms require that a supplier's sulfanilic acid
pass certain qualification procedures before it can be purchased, all
purchasers reported that they are aware of the country of origin of the
product. However, only about half of the purchasers reported that they always
know the manufacturer of the sulfanilic acid that they are purchasing. These
firms reported purchasing sulfanilic acid as frequently as monthly and as
infrequently as annually. Although 4 of the 10 firms reported that they
seldom change suppliers, 9 firms reported that they did change suppliers
within the last three years. The most frequently mentioned reason for
changing suppliers was the need to obtain high-quality product; these firms
reported that it was necessary to switch from R-M to other sources because
R-M was no longer selling refined grade sulfanilic acid. 148 Two firms
mentioned the lack of Japanese production as a reason for changing suppliers.
In general, purchasers stated that they usually contact between two and four
suppliers before making a purchase.

144
145

***.

Not all firms answered all questions; therefore, the number of responses
to some questions is less than 10.
146 These firms also purchased sulfanilic acid from other sources, such as
Japan, Hungary, India, and the United Kingdom. Since the purchaser
questionnaire was prepared in conjunction with the investigation concerning
China, many of the responses deal specifically with imports from China.
147 Of these firms, three (***) account for the majority of purchases of
sulfanilic acid.
148

***.
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Purchasers were asked to discuss the importance of several factors in
their firm's purchasing decisions for sulfanilic acid. 149 Virtually all of the
responding purchasers reported that availability and product quality were very
important. 150 These two factors were ranked as the first and second most
important factors by all but one purchaser. Price was characterized as being
important by five firms and very important by one firm; these firms ranked
price as the third most important factor, behind quality and availability. 151
Purchasers were mixed as to the importance of credit terms; while one found it
somewhat important, two found it important, and two others found it not
important. The remaining factors, prearranged contracts, range of product
line, and traditional source of supply, were reported to be not that
important.
Purchasers were also asked to directly compare the U.S. and Chinese
product with respect to nine different factors. 152 Four firms responded to
this question, and at least three of the four reported that the two products
were identical with respect to delivery terms and technical support. In the
areas of delivery time, packaging, and reliability of supply, half of the
purchasers found the two products to be equal. 153 The majority of purchasers
reported that the Chinese product was superior in the areas of product
consistency and quality. Finally, three firms stated that the domestic
product was higher-priced than the Chinese product.
Five of seven firms reported that Chinese sulfanilic acid was available
at a lower delivered price than the domestic product during 1991. Two firms
stated that the quality of the Chinese product was superior to that of the
domestic; two stated that they were similar; and one stated that it was
inferior. 154 Four of these purchasers stated that they did purchase the
domestic product even though a lower-priced product from China was available.
Reasons for doing so included preference for a domestic source, the ongoing
antidumping investigation involving China, desire for multiple sources, and
erratic supply, poor packaging, and undesirable pricing policies of the
Chinese. ***
Purchasers reported that they buy the U.S. product on an f.o.b. basis,
while the imported product is usually purchased on a delivered basis.
Transportation costs account for less than 5 percent of the total cost of the
sulfanilic acid; however, all purchasers reported that delivery costs are
considered when choosing a supplier. None of the firms reported that U.S.
149

These factors were availability, credit terms, prearranged contract,
price, product quality, range of supplier's product line, and traditional
source of supply.
150 Several firms reported that both of these factors were critically
important to their business.
151
152

***.

These factors were availability, delivery time, delivery terms,
packaging, price, product consistency, product quality, reliability of supply,
and technical support.
153 In each of these areas, one purchaser found the domestic product to be
superior and another found the Chinese product to be superior.
154 The two remaining firms did not respond to this portion of the question.
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producers or importers of the Chinese product equalize freight from the plant
or warehouse. 155
All purchasers stated that there are no substitutes for sulfanilic acid.
There also appears to be limited substitution between the different grades of
sulfanilic acid. 156 Although only five purchasers responded to a question
regarding interchangeability of the .grades, £Dur reported that refined
sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate cannot be used interchangeably in their
production process. ***
Purchasers reported that switching from refined
grade to sodium sulfanilate (or vice versa) is difficult because plants are
designed to work with a particular grade of material. Therefore, modification
and/or new equipment would be needed to make the switch from refined
sulfanilic acid to sodium sulfanilate (or vice versa). Several purchasers
stated that the quality of their end products depends upon the use of the
preferred grade of sulfanilic acid. Switching grades of sulfanilic acid also
reportedly reduces the efficiency of the plant. These firms were also asked
to estimate how much lower-priced one type of sulfanilic acid would have to be
to induce a shift to that grade of input. Most of the purchasers reported
that it is difficult to estimate because there are many additional costs
involved in switching. 157 In addition, purchasers stated that switching from
sodium sulfanilate solution to powder would also be very difficult. ***
Purchaser Prices
Prices were submitted by five firms that purchased sulfanilic acid
during the period of investigation; the pricing information received accounted
for 70 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments and 23 percent of
importers' shipments of Chinese material in 1991. 158
Weighted-average delivered prices for domestic technical grade
sulfanilic acid fluctuated during the period, showing no clear trend; these
prices were *** in January-March 1992 than they were in January-March 1989
(table 20). No purchase prices were reported for technical grade sulfanilic
acid imported from China.

155 R-M reported that during a shortage period in January-April 1991, it had
to ship sodium sulfanilate in solution form instead of in powder form. The
cost of shipping solution is higher than that of powder; however, Mr. Dickson,
president of R-M, reported that R-M did not absorb any of the additional
freight costs. According to Mr. Dickson, the customers that were affected
were spot customers; if the customers had been regular contract customers,
R-M would have absorbed some of the additional costs (Conference transcript
II, pp. 57 and 74).
156 R-M stated that it believed that all purchasers could use any grade of
sulfanilic acid; purchasers disagreed with R-M's assertions.
157 Additional costs include those for new machinery, modification of
existing machinery, additional labor, further purification procedures, etc.
158

***
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Table 20
Sulfanilic acid: Weighted-average net delivered purchase prices and
quantities of U.S.-produced and Chinese products, by quarters, January 1989March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Purchase prices for domestic refined grade material were reported only
for 1989. These prices ***percent from January-March to July-September 1989
but then*** percent in the last quarter of that year. Overall, these prices
were *** at the end of 1989 than they were in the beginning. Prices for
Chinese refined grade material *** in the last two quarters of 1990. 159 These
prices then*** in the first quarter of 1991, *** in the second quarter, and
*** during the rest of the year. Overall, these prices were *** in OctoberDecember 1991 than they were in July-September 1990.
Purchase prices for domestic sodium sulfanilate (in powder form) ***
from July-September 1989 to January-March 1991. These prices *** during 1991
but *** in the first quarter of 1992. Overall, these prices were *** in
January-March 1992 than in January-September 1989. 1® ***also reported prices
for Chinese sodium sulfanilate but only for three quarters in 1991. These
prices *** percent from April-June 1991 to July-September and *** in the
four th quarter. 161
There are no comparisons to be made between purchase prices for
technical or refined grade material. There is only one instance where sodium
sulfanilate prices could be compared. However, the Chinese price is for a
product that is different from the U.S. product. The Chinese price is lower
than the domestic price, even when an adjustment is made to compensate for the
difference . 162
Lost Sales and Revenues Involving China
Lost Sales and Revenues From the Final Investigation
*** submitted *** allegations of lost sales and *** allegations of lost
revenues due to competition from Chinese product. 1M The *** lost sales
allegations that specifically involved China totaled $*** and involved ***
pounds of sulfanilic acid; the lost revenue allegations totaled $*** and

***.
***.
161 ***.
162 ***
163 *** of these lost sales allegations and *** lost revenues concern
competition from Chinese and Hungarian product; they are covered in the
section entitled "Lost Sales and Revenues Involving Hungary and India."
159

l®
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involved *** pounds of product. Staff contacted one of the two purchasers
involved, and a summary of the information obtained follows.

*

*

*

*

*

*164 16S 166 167 168

*

Lost Sales and Revenues From the Preliminary Investigation
The Commission received *** allegation of lost revenues and ***
allegations of lost sales from ***· The lost revenue allegation totaled $***
and involved *** pounds of sulfanilic acid sold during ***
The *** lost
sales allegations totaled $*** and involved *** pounds of sulfanilic acid
allegedly purchased from Chinese suppliers during***· The staff contacted
each of these three purchasers, and a summary of the information obtained
follows.

*

*

*

*

*

*169 170 171

*

Lost Sales and Revenues Involving Hungary and India
The Commission received *** allegations of lost sales and ***
allegations of lost revenues from*** due to competition from Hungary. 172 The
*** lost sales allegations totaled approximately $*** and involved *** pounds
of sulfanilic acid, while the lost revenue allegations totaled $*** and
involved *** pounds of the product. *** also alleged that it lost revenues of
$*** on a sale of*** pounds of*** due to competition from Indian suppliers.
Staff contacted both of the purchasers involved, and a summary of the
information obtained follows.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
the currencies of two of the three countries subject to investigation
depreciated in relation to the U.S. dollar over the period from January-March

164
16S
166
167
168
169
170
171

***
***
***
***
***
***
***.
***
in *** lost sales allegations and the *** lost revenue allegations
concerned imports from both Hungary and China.
173 ***
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1989 through January-March 1992 (table 21) . 174 175 The nominal values of the
Hungarian and Indian currencies depreciated by 30.9 percent and 41.0 percent,
respectively. When adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in the
United States and the specified countries, the real value of the Hungarian
currency appreciated by 10.6 percent while the Indian currency depreciated by
21.9 percent relative to the dollar during the periods for which data were
collected.
Table 21
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nomina! and real exchange rates of selected currencies, and indexes of
producer prices in those countries, by quarters, January 1989·March 1992
India

Hun15a;o:

Period
1989:
Jan.-Mar .........
Apr.·June ........
July-Sept ........
Oct.·Dec .........
1990:
Jan.-Mar .........
Apr.-June ........
July·Sept ........
Oct.·Dec .........
1991:
Jan. -Har .........
Apr.·June ........
July-Sept ........
Oct.-Dec ..•..•...
1992:
Jan.-Har .•.......

U.S.
producer
price
index

Producer
price
index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index3

Producer
price
index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index3

100.0
101.8
101.4
101.8

100.0
103.4
105.4
105.4

100.0
88.5
88.8
89.3

100.0
90.0
92.3
92.5

100.0
103.4
106.7
107.9

100.0
94.9
92.0
90.4

100.0
96.4
96.8
95.8

103.3
103.l
104.9
108.l

118. 7
124.3
126.7
135.0

84.4
83.2
85.8
88.6

97.0
100.3
103.6
110.6

108.6
112.5
116.2
119.3

89.7
88.l
87.l
84.5

94.4
96.2
96.4
93.3

105.9
104.8
104.7
104.8

(4)

76.9
71.l
70.7
70.7

(4)

c4 >
(4)
(4)

c4 >
(4)
(4)

123.5
126.3
132.3
136.2

81.2
74.4
59.3
59.1

94.8
89.7
75.0
76.7

104.6

(4)

69.l

(4)

138. 55

59.0

78.ls

I Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.
2 Producer price indexea--intended to measure final product prices-·are based on period-average
quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International Financial Statistics.
The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for relative movements in producer
pri3es in the United States and the specified countries.
Not available.
5 Derived from Indian price data reported for January-February only.
Note.--January-March 1989 • 100. The real exchange rates, calculated from precise figures, cannot in all
instances be derived accurately from previously rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes.
Source:

174

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, Hay 1992.

International Financial Statistics, May 1992.
The value of the currency of the People's Republic of China is
determined by the Government of China rather than the free market. Therefore,
an accurate description of movements in the Chinese exchange rate cannot be
presented.
175
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Federal Register

I Vol. 57, No. 73 I Wednesday. April 15. 1992 I Notices
SUW.UMINTARY INPORMAT10N:

Back pound
This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of sulfanilic acid
from China are being sold in the United
States at less than fair value within the
[Investigation No. 731-TA-531 (Final))
meaning of section 733 of the act (19
U.S.C. I 1673b). The investigation was
Sulfanlllc Acid th• People'• Republic
requested in a petition filed on October
of China
3, 1991, by R-M Industries, Inc., Fort
Mill. SC.
AGINCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
Participation iD the Investigation and
Public Senice List
ACTION: Institution and scheduling of a
final antidumping investigation.
Persons wishing to participate in the
investigation as parties must file an
SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives entry of appearance with the Secretary
notice of the institution of final
to the Commission. as provided in
antidumpins investigation No. 731-TA- section 201.11 of the Commission's rules.
538 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
not later than twenty-one (21) days after
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b))
publication of thiil notice in the Federal
(the act) to determine whether an
Register. The Secretary will prepare a
industry in the United States is
public service list containing the names
materially injured. or is threatened with and addre11e1 of all persons. or their
material injury, or the establishment of
representatives. who are parties to this
an industry in the United States is
investigation upon the expiration of the
materially retarded. by reason of ·
period for ftlins entries of appearance.
imports from the People's Republic of
lJJnited Diac:losun of Business
China (China) of sulfanilic acid and
Proprietary Information (BPO Under an
sodium 1ulfanilate, 1 provided for in
subheadings 2921.42.24 and 2921.42.70 of Administrative Protective Order (APO)
and BPI Service List
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States.
Pursuant to I 207.7(a) of the
For further information concerning the . Commission's rules, the Secretary wdl
make BPI gathered in this final
conduct of this investigation. hearing
investigation available to authorized
procedures. and rules of general
applicants under the APO issued in the
application. consult the Commission's
investigation. provided that the
Rules of Practice and Procedure. part
applicaticn is made not later than
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
twenty-one (21) days after the
201). and part 207. subparts A and C (19
publication of this notice in the Federal
CFR part 207).
Register. A separate service list w:ll be
unCTIYI DAT£ March 18, 1992.
maintained by the Secretary for those
parties authorized to receive BPI under
POii PUllTMD INPORMATION CONTACT:
the APO.
Lori Hylton (202-205-3199). Office of
Investigations. U.S. Intemational Trade Staff Report
Commission. 500 E Street SW..
The prehearing staff report in this
Washington. DC 20438. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain information investigation will be placed in the
nonpulic record on June 15. 1992. arid a
on this matter by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-205- public version will be issued thereaf:er.
1810. Persons with mobility impairments pursuant to I 207.21 of the Commiss.on
rules.
who will need special assistance in
gainins acceas to the Commission
Hearing
should contact the Office of the
The Commission will hold a he,.:1:-:;; ;
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on June 30. 1~;?.
at the U.S. lntemational Trade
1 Tbe prod\ICtl covered bJ tllia lnv11tiptlaa.,.
all .,.adee ol Nlfanillc acid. which Include technical Commission Buildins. Requests to
(or c:rud•J 1ul!anilic acid. r1ftllld (or plU'iftldJ
appear at the hearing should be f1!cJ 1:1
1ulfanilic add. and 1odium Mii ol 1ulfanilic acid
writing with the Secretary to the
(IOdlum 1ulfanilat1J. For a compr1h1nalv1
Commi11ion on or before June 19. 1· 1'1::
d11crtption of th1 merchandiH tubjlCt to thil
A nonparty who has testimony th .1 t :- 1
inv11tiption. - lntemetional Tred•
Admtni•tralion. Pfllialinarr D111nnlnation of Sein aid the Commission's deliberatiol".9 -- ..
II Lea Than Fair Valur. Sulfanillc Add from tbe
request permission to present a 9!-\1·:1
Plople'• Republic of China (57 F1l 9408. March 11.
statement at the hearing. All pa~t: .. ,
1992).
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r.o::p!:bea desi:ing ta appear at tbe
hearina and m.&ke oral prnentatioaa
sbowd attend a prebearms canfemu:e
to be held at ~.30 a.m. an Juna 2C. t911Z.
at the U.S. lntemational Trade
Cozzmussion Du.ild:Dg. Oral testimony
and w:1tten :r.a:e:-:als to be submitted at
t:O:e pu~:i: r.eann!I a:e gov1.':t'ied i>:;§ i ::J:.f,~D;::}. ZCl . 13~!;. a:ld :c:-.r.in>!

the C.Jr..:nisssion·1 Nies.

or

\\':itten submi11iou

Each party is e:cou."'qed to .w>:mt a
prebeer'irlg briei to tba C:Omr::i•u~oa.
Pre!:ear:::, brie& muat c:oafarm witb tbe
pro\iliO::S or I :07.::Z of tbe
Commiaaicm"1 l'\&laa; and deaddne for
filina ia Jww ZS. is;:. Parties may also
file written testimony in connection with
tbeir presentation at tbe beariq, u
provided in I za.o.Z:S(b) of tbe
Cammi11ion'1 n&les. ud posthear.zaa
briefs. t1.·hicb must conform witb tlie
provi1io:11 of I ZQ7.24 or t!:e
Commission'• n&les. The deadline far
ri!ina poatbeL"'illl briefa in July L 19C
witne11 teatimony must be fled DO later
than th:ee (3) ct.ya before tbe heart::a- In
addition. miy person wbo hu not
entered an appearance as a party to the
investigation. may submit a written
statement or inf'o:=ation pertinent to the
subject of the lnvutiption on or before
Jwy a. 199%. All writta aubmiuions
must conform with the provisions of
I 201..8 of the Commission'• n&laa; any
1ubmiuiacs tbat COllt&iD BPI mut a1lo
conform with tbe requirementl of
II zm.a. 207.3 ud 207J' of tbe
Conuni11iaa'1 nalea.
In ac:ordanee with 11 ZDUS(c) and
207.3 of tbe rules. eacb document &led

by a party to tbe inveatiption must tie
se"ed on all other parties to the
inveati1atJon (as idended by either die
public of BPI service liatJ. and a
certificate of aemce m111t be timely
riled. The Sccreta:y will aaa accept•
document for fllin& wttbout a cnta&ca•
of service.

AudladlJ: Tbl.I iD•estlpliall la .....

conducud under au:hcrttJ of aeT.ur Act of
1930. title VU. Tbis aotic:a ii po,abtilhecl
pmnant to I 'IJrl~of die Commi11im'1
nalu.
bMMI: April I. 111:!
By order of Iba CGnlllliutm.

"8aMda L !'tlasaa.
Sea'elOIJ'.
(FR Doc:. lz.l705 FUed +.l+C 1:45 am)
-.&..-CODI,....
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PlnllDllllnM•llOltof . . . . •Lw
TMn F*Y..._ .......

Aad,,_

tM People'a Repullllc oi ClllM

ACllllC'\': Import Adminiltratloa.

lntmtatioaal Tnde Admini1tntloa.
Department of Commerce.

r. .Nct..m· /

~ ..

s. 111& I NOtime

'9opie'1 hpllblta·aram.sn._
u..-. • •, • .._, d . . . . . . _
MlD. (Mmdr.11.1•n (-s.l/ailitlau~ to a...-.-. coaapan1Acid'\ . . amtaMOlqi11.U-.•ntD· apeciBc1a•,.....ttolbe teS\
reapondent and the~• enunciated iDSpodden. . . wtlL

~~~bmittef~~ =-~~toaaiql9

Bai,_

U.S. embu.y in
quanli., ad
value data for laputa uad to plOd.-

·Determtnatiaa of Sain at Lua 'I1wt
Fair Value: c.rtua Carbon Steel ButtWeld Pipe Plttmp from the P8ople'1
Republic of China. 51FR181131

1ulfenHic acid.
On April 3. 1112. we pnbl•ahed a
IWOllllATIOlll COlft'ACT:
notice
poatpoainl tba fiDa1
(December 21.1111) ("BuU·W•/d PiJM
Mary Jeakina or lriall Smith. OQka of
detmninatioa mtil ao later tban June
Fitfinlt'1J. Since Slnocbem Hebei wu
Inve1tiptiou. Import Adminl1tntioa.
21. tm (57 FR tHM). On April I. tm.
the on11 partr to napond to our
International Trade Admiaiatntioa. U.S. Sinoc:bem Hebei aubmitted ita nepoue qut1t1oaaai1'8.
we will not iHue
Departmeat of Commerce. Htb Street
to oar MCI q...tioanaArl. Prom April 2ID comp&DJ...,.aftc ratea to other PRC
and Conatitution AV81lue. NW..
tbroqb April 30. 1m. we caaductad
· - - - f the blect -L.--di
W •lbiaatola. DC. ZOZ30: telepboar. (D) verlficatlaD at Stnochmn Hebel. Btoc''nl --·--· 0
au
mtmii11911 •
No.
1.--.,
and
vi-.,.,
,_.,._at
becaue tbell nporten did not fullJ
371-1751 ud (202) 377-1718.
3-q
..
~
cooperate
or
pnmde
all
requeated
rupectinly.
Sbijiazb...n1o lbod1n1 ud laijiJll. PRC. lnfonnatioa in reaponae to our
Flu).,....... . .
We ailo a•m•Md tba aalee Uafannatfoa queatioaaain. Mustm for tbe non·
of
Sinocbaa U.5.A. in New York. N9W
re1pondiq axporters will be determiaed
'Tbe Department Commerce ('"the
Department") determmea that 1ulfanillc York OD April 23. 111Z. On MaJ ZZ. Im. balad OD applicatloll of the bat
lnfonnatloll avallable ('"BIA,. punuant
acid fram tba haple'1 Republic of Cbiaa we luuad verUlcatioa ftPOl'tl of our
findblll.
to aec:tiOD 771(c) of tbe At:t. Ill .
("PRC") ii beina. or ii Ubly to be. aold
On Jam I. tm. r.apondat and
d•tannlnblt wbat nta to ue a 1 BIA. we
in the United Statn at lat dwa fair
petitiour Rbmitted their briafa. On
have followed tbe two-tiered
value. a1 prcmded in aec:tloa 7'S5 of the
June
10. tllZ. napondant ud peUtionn matbodoloo, outlined in Su/fan/He
Tariff Act of 1930. •• amended ("'the
1ubmittad tbalr Nbuttal brteflo On June
Acid.
Actj (11
1173d). The Department 11. i - . . . requntad tbat NlpODClat
-.._.
allo determblel tbat crttlcal
n-aubmit ltl brief becaUN lt c:oDtaiMd
aamwicn. u BIA. tba dumpial
c:irCWmtmlc:el do aot axilt. The
new factual lDformation iD
awslA for all other exportara wbo did
ntimatad llWliU are 1bown in tbe
contrnmtion to ti CPll 3A31(aXtHl).
not cooperate ID tbil inve1tiption ii the
0n Jam 11, ti& IWpaadmt...
rata •t fortb mthe pet:ltioa.
"Suapelllloa of IJquidedcm" HCUon of
tbis.DOtiCL
nbmittad Its brtaf. On Jum U. tm.
ScoJM of the lmmtifodon
rnpondant WU imtnctad qain10 ...
P.tiod o/la..,ti6atioa
1ubmlt ltl brief bKaue tt 1ti11 contained
The producta covered bJ tbia
The period of innltlptlaD ("POI"') la uw factual lDfonnation.
invntiptlon are all lfldae of tulunilic
J ... add. wbicb include ttdmlcal (or c:nade)
Mart. 1111. dnuP Oc:toblr n. tlll.
A blic
pu
- - - wu ma uu -. eulfudlic acid. reflnad (or purified)
ea..Hialiq
tm. On Jw U. Im. we nqwted for nlfanillc acid and aodlum aalt of
aNYillonl
third U.. dtat nepoadaat IHUbmlt
nlfanilic uid (aodium eulf--"-••).
Since tba publlcaticm.of oar
to Its brief to.cle&ete aew
.__
pnliminary detarmiaatlCID OD Marcia 11. factual lnfomalioa. To 11na11J d.._ all
Sulfenilk: aciil ii a 1yntbatic 011anic
llllZ (57 FR IMGI). tbe foUowtq eYeD1a
new factul information flam Its briefa. chemical plOduaed from tba direct
bava occurred.
pondea eubmittad --'•l
lt9
•ulfoaatima of aaWne witb au1furic acid.
On March . . ua. rupoadnt. Cbiaa
u. ud
Sulfuilic acid ii uaad u a nw material
Naticmal Cbemicala Import• Export
Howner, botb 1ubmillloae atW
in tba productUm of optical btigbtenera.
Corporaticm. Hebel bruu:b ("SiDac:hm
contaimd new factual mformatioa.
food colon. epecialty dy-. and concrete
Hebel"). nqaa1ted a 30 daJ
Tberefora. • Jw 23, 1112. panuat to additiv-. 1'be priDcipal c:Wrerencu
po1tponament of tba Baal detarmillatlma 11 CPR SSUt(aH3). we ftllDO¥ad ct.
benw.m tba lf8dae are tbe Ullde1irable
and allo nqueatld a public.__ Ola uw factual lDformatloll iD queeUOD
quantllia of ntiduaJ aniline ud alUli
March 111Z. napoadaat allo
from tba record.
iDaob&ble materiale pnMDt ill tba
nqu•ted tbat tba Depulmlat raillM
eulfaniUc acid. All aradea an available
u dry fne Oowtna powwn.
lta prelimiDuJ datmmiaatlma to mmc:t &.pamlie Bo•
In our pnllmiurJ determiutlaa. w.
Trinical aalfenlllc acid. c:lueuaable
allepd double C01llltbll of cWin17
co1ta to tba fac:tortea forcmtailamata'IU atatad tbat we would not make a tlDal
unds tbe eubbeadina 21Z1.4Z.Z4.20 of
and DOIHUtarial inputs aaecl to procillca dedaiOD u to wlaedm Siaoc:Mm W
tba Humonmd Tariff Scbedule of the
the aubjac:t marcbandiu. On Miida 21.
abaald ramtn a compMJ..pecilc rate Uaitad Statea ('°HI'S"). containl 98
19112. we deaiad ntpOlldanr1 nq...t ID until we m•inad tbe tndilla
percent minimum eulfanilic acid. t.o
reiuua tba prelimiauy determiaatioa.
compuy'a daima at nrUicatiaa.
peramt muimmn uiliu. ud 1.0
Howner. we illformad rnpoadellt tbat
Buad on our flndtnp at ftdftcatlaa. pen:eat maxtnmm alkali imoluble
for the fiDa1 determinatioa. we woulA
we haft dalll'llliMd tbat Sinocb.m
materlale. lt.a.d nflanllic acid. alao
confinn wbetber all input prime
Hebel bu clemautratad. ~t tD tbe dudable 11Dder the HTS eubbeachna
indwled dalinry to tba factori&
teat eaaaciatad in tba Pma1
ZIZ1.u.H • cmatabla •percent
Re1pondent allasad tbat tba nlflnUk: DetenmaatiOD of
at Leu tban Pair ~ •in••mn nlfenmc acid. o.s percent
acid induatry ii a fully marbt-oriatad
Value 8partdera fram the Plople'a
maximum aaiUa8. and Q.25 percent
induatry ("MCI"). lalad on the 1tandard Republic of am.a. 51fll2IDlll (MaJ I.
maxtnnm alkali tmoluble matenala.
enunciated in the Preliminary
11111 ("'Spati/en'\ tbat it II eatidad to Sodium aalt of eatfwnilic acid (aodium
Detanllillatioll of Sala at Lau Tba
a aepara• rate. (Por furtbllr dllc do& eulfanilate). da•Uiabie wader the HTS
P1ir Valaa: &•lfanillc Mid from tba
'"DOC PDlitiaD to Cll •
I I below). aubbud•n1 ZIZ14ZJ'D. ii a puular or
.,,.CTIVI DAft: Jaly 8, 199Z.
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c:ry1talline matcial cmatamma 71
percent minimum nlfantllc acid. a.I
percent maximum aailiae. ad CUI

percent maximum alkali blaoJable
materiall baaed on tbe equivalent
sulfanilic acid contenL Altboulh tb•
HTS 1ubheadinp are pnvided for
convenience and cuatomt pmpoaa. oar

TM Departmat treatad the PRC aa an
NME for purpoHt of the preUmmuy
determinatioa. Since DO partf to tJUI
Proc:eedins bu diaputed du.
preaamption. aDd fiven that there ii DO
infmmation on the NCOrd of tlUa

Proceec:lial to npport a different

determination. the Depertment bu
treated the PRC u an NME for purpGHt
proceediDI is diapo1itive.
·
of the final determination.
Reapcmdent in tlUa mve1t11ation bu
Fair Value Compari1ana
c:laimed that all of th• manufacturer'•
To determine whether aale1 of
material and acm-material inputl uaed to
1ulfanilic acid from the PRC to the
produce aulfanilic acid were pun:bued
United States were made at leu than
at market-driven pricel dminl the POL
fair value. we compared the United
AccorcUaaly. rnpcmdeat deall it
Sta tea price to the foreip market value
appropriate for the Deputment to ue
("FMV"). u apedfied bl the "'United
the PRC pricel for matcial and noaStatea Price" aDd '"Foreip Market
matcial blputl for Yalllinl the taputl
Value" aectiom of tlUa notice.
.,
uaed to praduce aulfanilic acid.
ID tbe prelimiaary determination bl
Unitad Slata Price
tbia illvntiption. th• Department
We baaed United Statu price OD
. annouaded that the followills criteria
purcbaH price for aala made dinc:tly to would be ued for determiniDI whether
unrelated parti11 prior to the date of
an MOI ailtl bl an ecoaomy wbicb will
importation into the United Stetea. in
otberwiH be CDDlidered aoa-mark8t:
accordance with HCl1on '7Z(b) of the ·
AcL A.lao. in accordaDce with HCtiOD
~2(b) of the Act. we COlllidend aala
:nade by Sinoc:bem Hebel to Sinocb•
U.S.A. to be purcbue price tralllaCtiolll.
We Uled purcbaM price U deBnad bl
section 7'12 of the Act. becaUH nlfionfllc
3cid WU IOld to related purc:buera bl
:he United Statn prior to Importation
:nto the United Statll. aDd becaue
~xporter'• ..... price ("'ISP")
:netbodolOI)' WU not lndic:ated by other
Written description of the 1cope of tlUa

:ircumltuacel.

We calculated purcbue price bued
..>n packed. cJJ. port or aadellvmwd

jriCff to unrelated c:aatomen bl the
:Jnited States. We made deductimll.
where appropriata, for fonip iDlad
'.Teight. oc:euL freilht. aDd marble
:nsurance. At veriflc:ation. we
determined that reapondeat reported
amountl for ocean frei&bt aDd marble
:nsurance baaed OD lervtcH pnrrided by
'hippiq compani• baaad bl the PRC.
Since 111n01ate coantr)' tnfolmation wu
.1ot available for tbeae _,...., we
•;sed the reported U.S. dollar cbarpn
for tbae expeuea a1 BIA. panaut to
-;ection 778(c)(1) of the Act. (Set. Butl•v•ld Pipe Fitlinp, se FR at lllS3.)
Foreign Marat Value
Section 173(c)(1) of the Act pravidee
that the Departmmat lball detmnim
FMV uliq a facton of praduc:tiOD

:nethodoloa ii (1) the men:bandiH JI
exported from a non-market ecoDOlllJ
country ("NMEA"). aDd (Z) the
information doll not permit the
calculation of FMV uaina home market
pricea. third country pricu. or
conatructed value under MCtiOD
773(a}(2) of tbe Act.

there wu the abMace of aovenuaeat
c:antrol aDd market forcea were at work
with NlpeCt to the prtce of iaputa ued
to produce the nbject mercbaadiae. ID
ltl April II, 111Z. rnpoue to that
queatioanalre, SIDachem Hebel
claimed that the pricea aad coatl for all
and not IOIDe of the material and nonmaterial inputl uaed to produce
1ulfaailic acid were market-drlvea aad
that none of the four factori•' suppliers
produced uy of the iDputl for in-plan
production. Spec:lfically, rapcmclent
claimed that none of the factoriu
producina the aubject mercbaadile for
Slnoc:bem Hebel purcbued their
material or acm-matcial blputl from
aupplien that alao produced tbe nme
illputa for bl-plan factori• produc:iq the
aubject mercbaadile or other typea of
men:baadile that were duipated for
in-plan pmduction. .
ID applyiq the MOI criteria to tbe
nlfaailic acid iDduatr)' in the PRC. we
bd tbet aniUu ii a 1iptiflcant malarial
iapat uaed to produce nlfaatllc acid.
We ban alao fouad that aniUu ii a
derivative of oil. wbic:b ii a catesorY oae
product centrally-cantrolled by the PRC
IOftl'lllMDL Without the UH of aniline.
auJfen!Hc acid c:uaat be produced. We
were told at verification that aailiDe ii
aubject to atate-requind production.
lecaUH we requited but dld not
recem qaantlflcable data from the PRC
pvmmaeat wblch·lnilbt ban
Htabliabed the extant of 1tetHeqUired
procluctioa. for tlUa bqnat. we lack the
information aeceuary to evaluate

whether or not the anillDe prlcea are
marbt-cletanained bl the PRC. (For
further diacu1ion, ... DOC poaitioa to
Comment f below).
Sbu:e we bd that a 1ipttficant
material input may aot be purcbaaed at
market-cletanained pricu. we do not
need to couf.cferwbether (tJ the price•
of other material or non-material inputs
an markat-datemdDed: (2) whether
then ii atate-nqaind production of the
aublect mrc:baadiM aDd (3) whether
there ii aubltutial atete ownenbip in
the aulf1nillc acid iDduatr)'. See. Fiaal
Neptm Counmniliq Duty
Detemdllatiom: Olcillatiaa aDd Celling
Faaa from tbe PRC.1'1FRMOii.2'019
tm).11mwfore. we ban
detenlliMd that the c:rtteria outliaed in
the tbe prelimimry detenniDation baa
aot bee met. Bued oa du. Bading. we
baw Uled lllll'Opta waluea bl
calmlalilta PMV. aa diac:uaed below.
(SM. Commeat t for a complete
di1Cu11ioa of tlUa ilaue).
Scrmpe Counll7
Sectloll 773(c) of the Act requires the
Dlputmeat to ft1ue the fac:tan of
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lmpora; (2) ...,..1 trada (II
applicable); ud (3) tbe abue of
domeetic comamptiml acanmted for by
lmporta.·(See••.,.. FiDa1 DetermilliatiDD

V.nfit:ation
Purnant to HCtioa -"")of tbe .. .''"'u
._.,
we verified information ued ID reac:biq
of Sal• at Leu nau Fm Yalu:
our final determination. We ued
Certain JntmlaJ.Combutioa. Jndutrial ltandard Yel'tificatiOD procedur-.
Forklift Trucb from Japu.13 FR 1ZSS2 bu:ludiq pemipetioJI of.nlevut
(April 15. 1988)). To determiDe whether
ac:ccnmtiq ncorda Uld cqinal aomce
importa have been maalive, we
doc:umenta provided by rnpcmdenta.
normally compare tbe export volume for lnteruted Party Comment.
the baae period. which ii •period of not
Comment J: Petitioner upn that tbe
leu than three montbe bepmina witb
Department lbould ue tbe dommtlc
the month tbe petitioa wu filed. with a price of aniline ID India IDltead of the
previoua period of tbe aame leqtb.
lndiaa import price for aniline far
Since the petition waa ftled on October calc:ulatln8 PMV. Pdtioner maiDtaiDI
3, 1991, we compared lhipmentl for
that the Department cannot ue tbe
Sinocbem Hebei. clurilll tbe 1ix month
Import price becaue thil price ii baaed
period from the fWq al tbe petition.
o n _ of--"'----~_
October 1111 tbroqb March um. to
-..-- 9llllllllr
1bipment1 duriq tbe lix month period
Eaatem lurope. Petitioner upn that iD
prior to the month in wDic:b tbe petition prntoua IDvntiptioDI. tbe Departmmt
Wal med. April tbroaab September 1111. UI preaumed tbet tbe COUDtriet of
On Febru&r)' at, 1111Z. NlpOlldat
Butera Europe an non-market economy
1ubmitted quutity f1amu for apom of ccnmtriea. anlen nc:b countria
1ulfanilic acid to tbe Ullit8d Stata
IUCCellfully rebutted thil praamption.
durinl the relevant mcmtba of 1111 uul
Fmtberman. tbe Deparlment bu 1tated
1992. At verification. we foand that tbe
iD prniou ilmltiptiom that factor
quutity &aunt contained ID tbe
valua aboald be baaed on price1 of
Febru&r)' at. 1lllZ. NlpODM im:luded
lnputa produced iD the alectld
amountl exported to their country
nnopte market ecaDOlllJ· '11mefcn..
de1ipatiou u well u tbe Uaited
the Department cunot au the price of
Stata. At verificatiOll, we did obtam
u input from a non-market economy ill
accurate quutity f1saret of 1ulfenllic
order to Yalua tbe tame input ill a
add wbicb SiDnchmn Hebei exported to market economy ccnmrry. PettUcmer
the Uaited Statea duriq the relevut
citn to Pinal Renlte of Certain Iran
montba of 1111 uul 111Z.
CoutructioD Cutinp from tbe People'•
Under 11CFR353.111(1)(2). anl... tba
Republic of Odna. 51FR10IM Oune I.
importa in tbe comparjacm period baw
1m), in npport of lta aqammt.
increued by at leut u percent cmr tbe . Rnpondent upea that tbe
importl durinl tbe bae period. we will Department aboUld not au tbe Indian
not comider tbe importl "mulive."
domatic price aaWm became tbe price
Baaed on our anal)'lil of tbe data
ii aubatutially.peater tban tbe U.S.
collected at vereificatloa. we find that
price ud a1ao does not reflect a world
importa of tbe aubject mm:bamlile from . market price for tbe illpat. Furtbermorl.
the PRC durinl tbe period aublequent to reapcmdent U'IUll that even tbaaP tbe
receipt of the petition bave not been
ladiaD import pliCI ii more refltctift of
mauive. nae other PRC exporten of the •world price for aaWm. tbe
·
subject mercbandiae aCC011Dted for a
Department aboa1d not au thil price
mi 0 im•l amount of total PRC axporta of either becaue tbe import price ta alto
the 1ubject mercbandiae to tbe Uaited
diltortm of the actual coat of PRC
Statea.
producen. Rupondent poiDta oat tbe
Since we do not find that there ban
PRC ii u oil produeer, wbereu India la
been maalive importa. punuat to
not. ad becaue aaWm ii a clertntiw
section 733(e)(1)(B) of tbe Act. we do not of oil. tbe Department aboald aae u
need to ccmaider whether there ii a
aaWm price from a c:oaDtry, nc:b u
hi1tory of dumPinl or whether there ii
Mexico. where tbe coat of aniline woald
reaaon to believe or IUlpeCt tbat
better reflect tbe coatl PRC pradacera
importen of thil product knew or aboald incm for 1llina aailiDL
have known that it wu beiDI ao1d at
DOC IWitiOll: Aa delc:ribed abaft
1111 than fair value.
.
under tbe "Sunopte Country" MCticm,
'lberefore. WI baft determimd that
when a particular nnopte va1u med
critical cin:umltaDcea do DOt exilt with iD tbe preliminuy determiDatiDD WU
reapect to lmporta of auJfaailic acid from dilpated by llllpOlldent or petltlomr, W9
the PRC.
IOUliat ud employed pubJlahed.
publiclJ available informatiDD in
Cunency Connnion
accardaDce witb tbe blenn:by
When calc:ulatial foreip market
emmciated iD Butt-Weld Pipe Filtin6£
value. we made c:mnncy ccmveniou in Final. 1'herefoN. •Ince tbe value for
accordaace with 11OR353.ID(a).
UliliDe baa been placed ill dilpate. we

.u--

e. t81Z' /

Notices

baw 1lled publiabed uul publidy
aYailablt informatiDD to value aniline.
We CODlidend whether to uae tbe
domestic or import price for Uliline at
tbe preJimiDarJ determinaticm. We
de~that tbe Import price WU
appropriate becauae Imported ailine ii
uaed by Indian producen in
muufactmtq aulfaailic acid for
exportation. Therefore, for aniline WI
ued the Montbly Statiltica of tbe
Foreip Trade of India (September 1990)
Comment 2: Reapondent arpn that
the Department tbould UM tbe 1880
Indian coal price u pabliabad iD OECD
.IBA SlaU.tia rather tban tbe Pald1tani
price for coal u contained iD the U.S.
cable became tbe Indian price reflecta
tbe price of coal ID tbe PRC.
'9titloaer upe that we lboald not
UM the Indian coal price informauon
which Nlpolldent aubmittecl mttt brief
becaue that iDformation ii new factual
informaticm wblch waa 1111timely
aubmitted to tbe Departmeat.
DOC /WJIJ1111: Since tbe •aJue for coal
WU placed ill dilpate, the Department
flnt tnr11mtned tbe 19IO Indian price for
coal u pubUabed iD OECD l&4
Slamtia. Ill addltioa. the Department
illdependentl}' obtained another
publiabed, pablic:ly available Indian
import price from the aomce. Monthly
Statilticl of tbe Foreian Trade of India
(September 1llO). 'lbue prices differed
lipific:antly. Since W9 ban DO
information iDdicatln8 which of tbe two
price1 ii more accmate. we calc:Wated
ud med a aimplt averqe of tbe
pablilbed Indian coal pricet to value
coal far tbe POL We adjuated the factor
valua to the POI aliag wboJeaaJe price
bul1ca publiabed by tbe lntemational
Monetmy PUlld.
Comment 3: Pdtioner upes thet
became tbe Department cboae not to
ftrify two of tbe faar PRC producers of
nlfaailic acid. the resaltl of the two
ftlified factoriel' IDformation muat be
applied to the other verified producen.
Otberwiu. petitimulr arpn that the
Department abould diarepnl tbe
lnfonaatiOD provided by tbe DOD•
ftrifled producen. Petitloller cite1 to
11CtiOD 171(b) of tba Act in mpport of ill
usammat ud tbe nceat dec:ilion
reaclwd iD tbe Remand of Sparklers.
Rnpcmdent U8UI that tbe
Department muat accept u accmate the
factms date of the two factmi11 not
cbola. for ...mc:atlon became tbe
Departmmt eltctad not to Yertfy that
lnfonaattcm.
DOC /Witioa: We dilqree With
petilicmm'a contention. Tbe purpoae of
ftrificatiOD ii to apot-c:beck the
retp0Ddmt'1 qaaticmnafre reaponae
ud ii not intended to be u exbauative
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with whom . . mat did llOt provide u
with quutiflable data to nppart 1acb a
1tatement. We deem ncb blfcnmation
invntia•tioa. to determiae facton of
cnacial for determiDDll wbedm tbe
prodw:tiaa. we Mlected two of the four
1ulfenilic acid bldultry ill the PRC la u
factorill u repra11ntativ. of 1abject
MOL 81pecially 1iDce aaWne la a
mercbandiM produced ID the PRC (....
dertvativ. of oil uuloil la a commodity
memorandum to the m.. April e. 1119Z).
centrally controlled by tbe PRC
At verification. we found that 1ach
aovemment.
factory ii unique in ill facton of
Without tbe req1181ted Information.
production. We found no major
we an unable to •tabliab the amount of
dlac:repuu:in In the facton verified tbat 1tate-requind productioD of tbil
would warrant diln&ardiq the
till'tficant material Input. Tbenfme. we
rnpoue for any of the four factorln.
cannot analyse the extent to whlch.
.
However, we bave adjuted our
aniline price1 may be diltorted by 1ucb
c:a1culatiaa to aCC011Dt for any uDiqu
atate control over prodacdon.
facton that may be applicable to each
Al a 1'8111lt. ID tbil IDYHtiaatioll.
of the factoriel.
rnponclent did not owmcome the
Coaunent 4: P9titianer aJ'IU8I that
prnamption that a 1ip•Roant material
1ince the P9ople'1 Republic of Cblna
Input (aniline) la IUbject to 1iptflcut
('1'RC'") la u NME. the aulfenil!c add
ltate required productima. Tbenfcne.
lndutry ill the PRC cannot be an MOL
rapondent bu not mat the MOI criteria
P9titioner m•iptein• tbat Napoadat bu u eet forth ill tbe pnlimlDary
llOt demoutrated tbat the priC8I for all
detenamation of SulfmUJjt: Acid for
lnpull ued to pradw:e the IUbject
detenniDina wbetber ar not tbe nlfailic
mercbaadlae an awbt-datermined.
acid indutrr la a MOL
Furtbennon. petitioner mailltailll tbat
Comment 6: Rapoadmlt UIUI tbat
evm tf tbe Departmaat found the Input even tf tbe Depanmaat flDdl tbat IOIDa.
priC8I to be marbt-datelmined ID tbe
of tbe lnputa do not 1Uet tbe MOI
PRC. it la not nuoaable to convert
criteria. tbe Deput:mmt Uould atlll ue
tbeae pricel d8acmdutecl ill remaiDbi
tbe PRC pricel for tboee IDputa wbicb
Yun (an aJlepd llDIMIOllvertible
tbe Departmaat flndl an llOt aubttct to
c:mnacy) to. bard carnacy. 'l1l&nfcn. the ..... p1a and for wbicb marbt
tbe Deputmat llllllt NIOrl to aamopte pricn 118 paid. llelpaad• metntalnl
val1181 ill calcalatiq tbe PMV.
tbat tbe Department abould netrict ill
Rel)IODdent UIUI tbat the nJfHlllC analpia to oaly det8nldDinl tbe proper
acid illduatrr ill tbe PRC la 1nfRc:tentlr
allit price to aae (L&. IUftOP• vaiae or
market-orieated and tbat tbe PRC pftcll NME value) oa a Input by Ulpat balil.
for all illputl ued to prodace tbe aabject and tbat tbe Departmaat aboakl not
men:balldlae abould be ued to c:alcalate. lpon tbe pliae af. puticalar Input
tbe FMV. Rapoadeat mailltailll tbat tbe fouad to be marbt-daterllliud limply
Department abould Ind tbat tbe PRC
becaue •prim far anotber inpat la
priC81 far inpata ued to p.roduae .
fllllllld not to be awket. .teralimd.
aulf'"mc acid 118 mubt-oriellttld lllll . DOC Pmition: We dlaapw wttb ·
an illlipificuat amount of tlut inpatl an 191pC111deDt. If. u we
found-..
IUbject to mudatory ill-pla
·
u lndutrr doee aat qualify u an MOL
prodw:Uoa. ID addllioa. napaadat
tbe Departmaat la obliptad to apply
arpe1 tbat tbe input pricel an fNely
llCtioa m(c) of tbe lvA. CS.. "Foreip
D110tiatecl betwnll the factariel tbat
Muket Value" MCtlaa of tbil aaUce).
Ult tbe lnpull to produce aulfenillc acid Umt.r tlda provillma. tbe Departaumt
and the aupplien tbat paMcle tbe illpall muat ae factar valMI from a marbt
to tbe 111lfeniHc acid factst&
eccmomy counlr)'. nu, it ClllllOt ue
TberefoN. tbe l)eputmeat abould Ind
tbe NMB doma.Uc price for UJ lnpata.
tbat tbe aulfHHiC acid bldullr)' ill tlut
Comment a: P9titiomr USU- tbat tbe
PRC la lldBciendy mubt«iented. wL Departmmt abould auip om dmnpins
aa a 1e1ult. tbe Deparlmellt abould 1118 . maqba to all PRC praduclln and
the PRC pricH illlt9ad of tbe aurropte
naellert of tba IUbject man:baDdlae.
value for calcalatiq PMV.
Rapondmt......, tbat a aepuaa..
DOC /Wition: We diaqne wilh
compuJ-epac:iflc rate abould be
rnpoadmt. Prior to Y8rificalioa. ad at c:alcalated ill tbia illftltiptiaa for
verification. we requested lnfomatiaa
SIDocbem ffebeL Reapondent ma1Dtai111
frmn tbe PRC penmumt nprdiq tbe tbat tbe only nlationutp betweea
quantity of anWDe aabject to atam
Sinocbem Hebel and tbe otber tradiaa ·
nquind production. We wme told at
campaniel of China Nauoaal O••*cala
verification tbat the amout of anWDe
Import a Export CorporatiOD. BeiJiDa
aubject to 1tatM1quind muadatory in- ("Slnocbem China"). ii in tbe production
plan production wu illlipiftcut.
and aale of oil. a catesorr one product
However. the PRC
officil.la · which ii under
contr0l but not · ·
ex1 mtn1 daa of tbe NtpCllllL.

Mout111lo Companyv. Unite Stam.
- F. Supp. 215 (CIT t•). Jn tbil

awe

aovenummt

•ta•

I

Notices.

aabject to tbil lnftatiaatioa. Rapondeat

contenda that Sinocbem Hebfi ii an
Independent entity reprdiag the
production and aale of 1ulf'"mc acid
and all other chemical producu which
an cateaorJ three producta and are not
under or aubject to aovemment controL
DOC Pwition: Al 1tated in SparicJ•l'6,
we Will ilaue nparate rates if a
rnpondent can demoutrate both a da
jure and de facto abaence or central
control. Evidence aupporttns. though not
nquiring. a finding of d11 jure absence or
central control would include: (1) Az1
•baence of 1e1trtctiv. 1tipulationa
UIOCiated With an individual exl)Orter'a
bulnel1 and export licenna: and (2)
any leaillattve enactmenta devolving
central control of export tradlna
companiea: or (3) any other formal
meuuna by the penunent
decentralizina control of companiea.
Evidence 1apporlfns a findlDa of d•

facto abaence of central control With

respect to exporll waald include: (1)
Whether eacb exporter aeta ill own
export pricea independendy of the
aovernmmt and other exporten: and (2)
wbether each exporter can keep the
pmeda frmn ita Min.
We bave determined tbat Sinochem
Hebel la independently controlled and
entitled to ill own
At verification.
we examined information on company
ownenbip and nilatioDlbiP1. 1aurce1 of
inpu.ta. manufacturin& procea...,
distribution ch•nnel1. involvement or
tradiq companiel. controla on external
trade. prallt nitentioa. and other facetl
of the production and .... or 1ulfanilic
acid.
To npport ill &JIUllUlllt of d• jUl'll
ableac. of central control. reapondent
refennced State CoUDCil Directive No.
12of1B u evidencl tbat Sinoc:bem
Oina and ill brancbea were 1eparated.
Punuant to that reauJatioa. the central
aovernmmt and Slnoc:hem China were
diftlted of the manqerial and financial
control ewer former Sinacbem China
brancba Aa:ordina to illfonnation
aupplied by company ofllciala. due to
the aovenunent mandated
ncnpniadon. tbe only nlationabip
between Sinoc:bat CbiDa and Sinochem
Hebel la Slnocbem Hebel'• involvement
ill the aaJe of oil. wbicb la a centrally
controlled product. Otherwiae.
Sinocbem Hebel bu been ua
bulependent lepl endty aince
and
bu nettber ftaenc:lel, manqerial. nor
any other llOIMd1 fllPODllbWtin to
Sinochem CbinL At verification. our
n•miaetion of the baalneu and export
liceu8I revealed aa reatrictive
1tipulationa on the export of 1ullanilic
acid.
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APPENDIX B
CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject:
Inv. No.:

SULFANILIC ACID FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
731-TA-538 (Final)

Date and Time:

June 30, 1992 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E
St., S.Y., Washington, D.C.

In Support of Imposition of
Antidumping Duties:
Economic Consulting Services, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
R-M Industries, Inc.
Fort Mill, SC
John A. Dickson, President

Daniel J. Cannistra
Economic Consulting Services, Inc.
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In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidwnping Duties:
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Sinochem (U.S.A.) Inc.
Goodring International, Inc.
China National Chemicals Import and Export Corp.
(Hebei Branch)
Don Voigt, Director of Purchasing
Sandoz Chemicals
Mark Graham, Optical Brightener Project Manager
Sandoz Chemicals
Ken Goldaker, Purchasing Manager
Warner-Jenkinson Corporation
Tom Corrado, President, Nu-Tech Chemicals
Alex Battaglia, Traffic Manager
Sinochem U.S.A.
Ms. Jiao Ji Ying, Sales Manager
Sinochem Hebei

William E. Perry

)

Terry X. Gao

)

)--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
TARIFF AND TRADE AGREEMENT TERMS
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TARIFF AND TRADE AGREEMENT TERMS
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) replaced the
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) effective January 1, 1989.
Chapters 1 through 97 are based upon the internationally adopted Harmonized
Commodity Description and Coding System through the 6-digit level of product
description, with additional U.S. product subdivisions at the 8-digit level.
Chapters 98 and 99 contain special U.S. classification provisions and
temporary rate provisions, respectively.
Rates of duty in the general subcolumn of HTS column 1 are
most-favored-nation (MFN) rates; for the most part, they represent the final
concession rate from the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations.
Column 1-general duty rates are applicable to imported goods from all
countries except those enumerated in general note 3(b) to the HTS, whose
products are dutied at the rates set forth in column 2. Goods from the
People's Republic of China, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia
are among those eligible for MFN treatment. Among articles dutiable at column
1-general rates, particular products of enumerated countries may be eligible
for reduced rates of duty or for duty-free entry under one or more
preferential tariff programs. Such tariff treatment is set forth in the
special subcolumn of HTS column 1.
The Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) affords nonreciprocal tariff
preferences to developing countries to aid their economic development and to
diversify and expand their production and exports. The U.S. GSP, enacted in
title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and renewed in the Trade and Tariff Act of
1984, applies to merchandise imported on or after January 1, 1976 and before
July 4, 1993. Indicated by the symbol "A" or "A*" in the special subcolumn of
column 1, the GSP provides duty-free entry to eligible articles the product of
and imported directly from designated beneficiary developing countries, as set
forth in general note 3(c)(ii) to the HTS.
The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA) affords nonreciprocal
tariff preferences to developing countries in the Caribbean Basin area to aid
their economic development and to diversify and expand their production and
exports. The CBERA, enacted in title II of Public Law 98-67, implemented by
Presidential Proclamation 5133 of November 30, 1983, and amended by the
Customs and Trade Act of 1990, applies to merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse for consumption, on or after January l, 1984; this tariff
preference program has no expiration date. Indicated by the symbol "E" or
"E*" in the special subcolwnn of column 1, the CBERA provides duty-free entry
to eligible articles the product of and imported directly from designated
countries, as set forth in general note 3(c)(v) to the HTS.
Preferential rates of duty in the special subcolumn of column l followed
by the symbol "IL" are applicable to products of Israel under the United
States-Israel Free-Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985, as provided in
general note 3(c)(vi) of the HTS. Where no rate of duty is provided for
products of Israel in the special subcolumn for a particular provision, the
rate of duty in the general subcolumn of column 1 applies.
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Preferential rates of duty in the special duty rates subcolumn of column
1 followed by the symbol "CA" are applicable to eligible goods originating in
the territory of Canada under the United States-Canada Free-Trade Agreement,
as provided in general note 3(c)(vii) to the HTS.
Other special tariff treatment applies to particular products of insular
possessions (general note 3(a)(iv)), goods covered by the Automotive Products
Trade Act (general note 3(c)(iii) and the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft
(general note 3(c)(iv), and articles imported from freely associated states
(general note 3(c)(viii)).
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (61 Stat. (pt. 5) A58;
8 UST (pt. 2) 1786) is the multilateral agreement setting forth basic
principles governing international trade among its more than 90 signatories.
The GATT's main obligations relate to most-favored-nation treatment, the
maintenance of scheduled concession rates of duty, and national
(nondiscriminatory) treatment for imported products; the GATT also provides
the legal framework for customs valuation standards, "escape clause"
(emergency) actions, antidumping and countervailing duties, and other
measures. Results of GATT-sponsored multilateral tariff negotiations are set
forth by way of separate schedules of concessions for each participating
contracting party, with the U.S. schedule designated as Schedule XX.
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APPENDIX D

TRADE DATA, BY TYPES OF SULFANILIC ACID,
1989-91, JANUARY-MARCH 1991, AND JANUARY-MARCH 1992
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Table D-1
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by grades, 1989-91, January-March 1991,
and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-2
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by
grades, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-3
Sulfanilic acid: Shipments by U.S. producers, by grades and by types, 1989-91,
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-4
Sulfanilic acid: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by grades,
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-5
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. imports, by grades and by sources, 1989-91,
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-6
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. producers' and importers' shares of apparent U.S.
consumption, by grades, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX E
PURCHASES OF SULFANILIC ACID BY MAJOR
U.S. PURCHASERS, BY GRADES AND SOURCES, 1989-91
AND
POSITIONS OF PURCHASERS ON TIIE ISSUE OF INTERCHANGEABILITY
AMONG TIIE THREE GRADES OF SULFANILIC ACID
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Table E-1
Sulfanilic acid:
1989-91

*

Purchases by major U.S. purchasers, by grades and sources,

*

*

*

*

*

*

POSITIONS OF U.S. PURCHASERS ON THE ISSUE OF INTERCHANGEABILITY
AMONG THE THREE GRADES OF SULFANILIC ACID
The following information was compiled on purchasers' end uses for
sulfanilic acid, their preferred grade, and their position on
interchangeability based on questionnaire responses, telephone conversations,
and field visits.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX F
COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SULFANILIC ACID
FROM CHINA, HUNGARY, AND/OR INDIA
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABU.ITY
TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND/OR DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SULFANILIC
ACID FROM CHINA, HUNGARY, AND/OR INDIA ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO
RAISE CAPITAL, AND/OR DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
The Commission requested the U.S. producers to describe and explain the
actual and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of sulfanilic acid
from China, Hungary, and/or India on their growth, investment, ability to
raise capital, and/or development and production efforts (including efforts to
develop a derivative or improved version of their product).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Actual Negative Effects
China and Hungary

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Hungary

Anticipated Negative Effects
China

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Hungary

India

Hungary and India

*
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Influence of Imports on Capital Investment
China, Hungary, and India

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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ATTACHMENT A
SUMMARY DATA CONCERNING THE U.S. SULFANILIC ACID MARKET,
1989-91, JANUARY-MARCH 1991, AND JANUARY-MARCH 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

